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WASHOUT
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TRAINS

SOAKS

washout at station Elota,
a few miles north of Bernalillo, UUL
Saturday night delayed a number of
the Santa Fe trains, making them all
A
A
late in arriving at Las Vegas.
cloudburst flooded the arroyo' that
trains into the Rio Grande at EJota
and a wall of water sweeping down
from the mountain! tore away the
south end of the trestle that spans
. the river, at that place, about 200 feet
THE SERVIANS ARE ASSAULTED
POSSES-IN
SOLDIERS
HUERTA'S
of track was swept away. Train No.
ALONG THE WHOLE LINE
PART
SMALL
SION OF ONLY
2 arrived' in Las
Vegas early Sunday
IN MACEDONIA!
OF THE. CITY
morning, followed by train No. 8,
but these trains were the only ones
to' arrive here late yesterday.
As EXCITEMENT
BELGRADE
IN
DESERTING soon as news of
GARRISON
the washout reached
l.fic Vegas the wrecker was sent out
and the track cleared for traffic yes- NEWS INTERRUPTS SPEECH
IN
DO
TO
CARING
NOT
SOLDIERS,
The track at variterday
morning.
PARLIAMENT
FAVORING
AND
BOATS
BATTLE, STEAL
ous points south ot.this city has
..
ARBITRATION
SAIL AWAY
each yea" en washed away to some
extent p.'-- ho
'thereare
A I
and deep.
treacherous
Pfl R'ATTIE'
fFKJ ALtfU
CI UU
pre
Special
JUAREZ
LLilJ
QA I ILt
cautions have been tfiken by the of-- ,
EXECUTIONSJN
ficinls and there is little doubt but
NEIGHBORHOOD
OF DRAMA
.
MEN SAID TO that all sections of the track in both
TWENTY-EIGHTwil'i be able to stand' the
THEY
directions
ASSAULT
THE
LINES
BY
KILLED
THE
;
HAVE BEEN
rest of the rainy season as the heavOF
THE
BULGARS
LOYAL TROOPS
iest has practically ended. -
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WHITE

CITY EDtTIOf

STAR

London, June 30. The condition
printed on she steamship tickets is
sued by the iVlilte Star Line company
exempting that company from liabilieven
ty for loss by a passenger
through negligence of the company's
servants is illegal, according to a
judgment pronounced today by Sir
Clement M. Bailhache, justice of the
kings bench division of the high
JUDGES - HOOK, SANBORN, AND
court of justice.
The, point had been held over for SMITH HAVE McREYNOLDS'
decision from the test case decided
PLAN UNDER ADVISEMENT
last, "week, in which an Irish farmer.
Thomas Rlan.
awarded ?300 and
costs against the White Star company PRESIDENT WILSON APPROVES
for the loss of his son in the Titanic
disaster.
JANUARY

JURISTS

RECEIVE

the administration officials regard as
imperfect federal law.

DISS0L11I ION

VETERANS

ENJO

THE FINISHING TOUCHES
30. Finishing
Washington, June
touches to the schedules of the tariff
bill were considered today by the
WAH
senate democratic caucus which is
toto
its
finish
work by
endeavoring
morrow night, that the revised meas
ure may go to the entire finance com- THEY SIT UP LATE AT NIGHT
AT GETTSBURG
AND ARISE
mittee and be reported to the senate
EARLY TO SWAP YARNS
, '
by Thursday.
Unfinished portions of the sundries
schedule and free, list with changes
EE
TO
PRESENT
agreed upon by the finance commit- 40,C00
tee majority yesterday were reviewed
by the caucus in the' hope that the TODAY'S TRAINS BRING IN 15,000
1, 1916, TIME ALLOWED
administrative and income tax secFOR THE COMPLETE DISSOTO ADD TO THOSE ON
FALLING ORE KILLS WORKER
tions could be reached tonight..
LUTION OF MERGER
THE GROUND
Colorado Springs, June 30. Adolph
Alter prolonged discussion of an
r. Meister, ' aged 55. an
of
employe
amendment to put a countervailing
uoiaen t ;;c:e Mill near Colorado ROAD
duty of eight per cent on agricultur- KONOHS
OBJECTS
TO
AEE
PUBLICITY
EQUALIZED
City, was smfocated in an ore bin!
al' implements the caucus voted by
early this mo nmg. He fell into the!
an overwhelming to leave those arbin and his light was not discover- GOVERNMENT ADVISES PLAN BE
REBELS AND YANKEES BOTH REticles on the free list.
ed until seve .! tons of ere had been
MADE PUBLIC SO PEOPLE
CEIVE EQUAL PRAISE AND
The caucus completed all the schedlet in on top of him.
MAY
KNOW
CONSIDERATION
ules except the last two paragraph
of the free list, which will be passed
St. Paul, Minn., June 30 The plan on late today. An amendment was
Gettysgurg, Pa June 30. Twenty-fiv-e
Belgrade, June 30. The Bulgarians NEW
Douglas, Ariz., June 30. "Guaymas
ALARM
adopted to providing thorough inspecfor
this
the Union
thousand veterans in blue and
an attack on
NAMED
ARIZONA REGISTER
dissolving
morning
opened
our
in
hands."
has
Everything
tion of meats entering American ports!
AtPacific
which
the
30.
Servian
the biggest army of its kind
June
President
merger
whole
the
gray,
troops
Washington,
along
This was the brief message received
General MnReynolds with the unless subjected to similar inspection that has been gathered together In
Wilson made a sudden trip to the line in Macedonia, accoring to distorney
conSYStEt.1 it SUCCESS approval of Presi.ieut Wilson has when exported.
shortly before noon today by the
DO years, awoke
after 2 o'clock this aft patches from the Servian headquar- today on the field
stitutionalist junta from Hermosillo. capitoi just
An amendment by Senator Johnson of Gettysburg to the call of reveille
Writh Secretary Tumulty he jiters.
.
f greed ujpon with officials of the
ernoon,
'
Another message received shortly whirled
The publication of the news creat- off from the White House
railway, was presented here toay to of Maine putting cedar lo?s on the and the warlike rattle of pots and
after noou direct from Guaymas said offices
a 'large sheaf of pa-- ed immense excitement in the Serv-per- TEST MADE YESTERDAY PROVED Judges W. II. Sanborn, Wi 'am C. free list was adopted. Bran and pans in a score of mess tents.
carrying
SATISFACTORY TO CITY OFthat the jj'iate troops had, received the
Hook and Walter I. Smith, sii'ting as wheat screenings which inadvertently
Veterans who sat about camp fires
The purpose of his visit was ian capital. The Servian premier, N.
'
FICIALS MiO DEPARTMENT
surrender of the 500 federals on the not then known.
district court of the united States had been left on the free list unre- until late last night wre up long
P. Pachitch, who was addressing the
water front where the garrison had
for the district of Utah and was stricted, were transferred to the para- before the sun climbed over the hills
When, the president arrived at the Servian parliament-isupport of hist The new
fire alarm system was taken under advisement.
been driven, despite the fire of the cafritol he immediately began con- policy of accepting the arbitration
graph including wheat and all pro- of the Blue ridge. Before the electric
Mexican gunboats. The aim of the ferences with senators over appoint- offered by the Russian emperor when'i tried out yesterday morning at trie
G. Carroll Todd, special iss istant ducts of wheat which are free listed lights of this modern
camp were
Mexican naval gunners was bad.
ments He informed Senators Smith the news of the outbreak of hostili- city hall and proved to De a success to the attorney general, represented but with a countervailing duty provi- turned out to make way for the eun,
The name of Ojeda was not men- and Ashurst of Arizona of his inten- ties was, brought in by an official of in every way. The electric system the government at the hearing and sion appended.
the veterans were singing the eongs
oftapping the number of :h(, ward N. H. Loomis and H. W.
tioned among those captured. It is tion to name Thomas Weedon as reg- the foreign office.
the
of war time and the wide streets ot
Clarke,
The excitement in the house was worked. correct!. This system will read. The court took the plan and
believed the federal commander is ister and John K. Birdno as receiver
the tented city echoed with the "ki
now govern tl e department until a
hiding aiiiong the mountains of Baca-tet- of the land office at Phoenix, Ariz, so great that the sitting had to be
yi" of the "Johnny rehel" and the
suggestions made at the hearing unWOMAN'S TRIAL BEGINS
Senti'il
men
hoarse yell of his Tank brother from
had been endorsed by
tomorrow and the fate more sclent!': metnoa is discovered der advisement
Both
suspended
X.
30.
Elizabeth
June
J.,
Paterson,
,s prove a great time
of the Pachitich cabinet remains un- and will (loti
The water front and nearby barracks ator Smith.
The plan presented today allows G. Flynn, a leader for the Industrial the north.
saver to ail sit business men when
decided.
The regular army men in charge
i
at Guaymas were in the hands Of the
unti'i
January 1, 1916, 'for the com- Workers of the World in the Patera fire alarm
turned it.
auof
the camp expected 15,000 veterans
The
to
an
their
federals today, according
Bulgarian troops opened
As soon as in alarm is turned in plete dissolution of the combination son silk workers' strike, was placed to come in
NEW FEDERAL WARDEN IN
today, and by tonight they
attack at 2 o'clock this 'morning on
thoritative disateh from Hermisollo,
court.
on trial here today charged with in
at the city h: ii the bell will ring adjudged illegal by the supreme
Leavenworth, Kan., June 30.
will be prepared to tent and mess
the Servian advanced posts before
the Senior state caiptal. 'The same,
All
are
riot.
previous plans
superseded citing
one minute, announcfor a period
W. Morgan, a newspaper editor
more than 40,000 men. There was
Istip and a couple of "t hours Jatei ing that there is a fire and immedi- by this latest one, which proposed
dispatch said that water was scarce of Ottawa,
Miss Flyim'a case is to be decided
.took the oath of
Kansas,
no
set program today, and the vetertheir artillery was "brought jlnto acii) me uanacks, and Wat a portion ot
by tlm
"'foreign" jury from a ans were left free to look up old
first- alarm -- the that. the Union. Pacific shall exchange
office as 'warden" of "the feclefar'peni1 tion? """ '
ately f olio win
'
"
'
the small garison had deserted last
bell will at intervals of 10 seconds $58,000,000 of "it8$i2G0u,VKf hold'-- " neighboring county.
tentiary here succeeding Major Robfriends and oid1 eut,
The Bulgarian attack
in
the
gradually
ins
the
Pacific
for
Southern
night and taken to boats in the
of
the
number
where
ward
the
tap
ert W. McLaughry, who resigned af
of '63 and enjoy themselves In any
until there was fighting at the fire is located. For the business Pennsylvania raidroad's entire holdter 14 years as head of the institution spread
way they saw fit.
Retna. Boumva, Zletovo, Neogasi and man who is interested" when a fire ings in the Baltimore s Ohio virand who is noted as an authority on Valandovo.
The only set event, today was the
The Bulgarians appeared alarm is turned in; this system wili tually an equal amount and that the CHICAGO'S
Juarez Ready for Attack
HEAT
criminology.
reception by the survivors of
joint
intent upon seizing the railroad. . be a great help, for as soon as the remaining $88,000,000 shall be sold
El Paso, Tex., June 30. Twenty-eigh- t
Buford's cavalry and the
General
men were executed In Juarez toAccording to a later message the general alarm is rung the ward alarm to the general public through a trust
of General Wheeler's
southerners
Bulgarians also attacked the Greek will be rung and he will then know company.
day, according to credited reports, deSPELL
to the citizens of Gettysburg.
cavalry
PUBLIC
SIGNS
troops along their whole front. Large in which ward the fire is. If it be
Mr. Loomis for the road objected
nied, as usual, by the federal miliIt was Buford who discovered the
masses of troops participated in tt.e in the one in which his residence is to the suggestion as made by Mr.
tary authorities. The victims are
gray army marching on Gettysburg
that the court direct that
said to be men who were arrested
UTILITIES BILL fighting, which was of a very bloody located he can immediately call the
on
the morning of July 1, EO years
TWENTY- SEVEN
TEN
DfcATHS,
nature.
telephone office and get exact infor- the plan be published, that all who
during Saturday and Sunday nights In
TODAY AND MANY PROSago and the picket who first saw the
connection wtih the discovery of
g
mation, while If the fire is not in his may be interested, whher parties
scouts, of Lee's winging up the
TRATIONS, IS HEAT TOLL
Driven
he wiil not be forced to lose to the cause or not, be given opporGreeks
ward
Back
FAVORS
GOVERNOR
federal
ILLINOIS
beneath
the
Juarez
dynamite
pike, fired the- first shot of
Sofia, June 30. More fighting oc- any time inquiring about the matter. tunity to present
OF
any objections
SHORN
THE MEASURE
building and quantities of smuggled
the greatest battle of the war. It
June 30. Twenty-seveChicago,
between the Greek and Bul- The different wards are located as which they regard as worthy of concurred
CLAUSES
arms and ammunition in several resiRULE
HOME
Buford who stubbornly fought
was
ten
of
and
deaths
them
today
garian i troops today some distance follows: First ward, souLli of Main sideration. He also presented to the scores of
dences.
advance of General Ileth's divisthe
was
the
record
prostrations,
east of Salonika. According to the avenue and west of Seventh street. court the name of the centra'i trust
The officers of Juraze began erectSpringfield, 111., June 30. Governor
at 2 p. m. of this, the sixth day of ion of the Third confederate corps
account the Greek soldiers Second1 ward, south of Main avenue company of iew York to act as trusBulgarian
Utiliof
the
in
barricades
Dunne
the
on the July morning until General
lumber,
public
today signed
ing
hot spell,
the
and took command,
streets today, the first real repara ties bill, shorn of its home rule fea- tried to cut the Bulgarian communi- and east of Seventh street. Third tee in the sale' to the public of the
Alt June records
for heat were Reynolds arrived
men helped to maKo
tion of defense save tho planting of tures, thus deDrivine Chicago of the cations along the railroad from Ser- ward, north of Main avenue and east $58,000,000 of Southern Pacific stock broken at 2 o'clock
Wheeler's
and
teis afternoon
to Dran,a but were driven
Fourth ward, held by the Union Pacific. In obof Seventh street.
a warm one.
cannon several days ago.
right to control its public utilities andjff
the weather bureau reported that joint affair
when
west
of
avenue
Main
and
the
of
north
after
had
burned
Bulgarians
they
to
or Pennsylvania
the publication of the plan
Tener
jecting
Governor
The nearest rebels are reported 10 placing them in the hands of a com"99 degrees and rising.",
a village.
Seventh street.
as suggested by the attorney general
from Harrisburg today an!
miles away, but all reports received mission of five to be appointed by
motored
toA thunderstorm
promised for
Mr. Loomis maintained that it would
his tent on the grounds of
in Juarez are that they are bent on the governor. The governor also vemorrow is the only relief in sight but occupied
in Macedonia
which
would
Fighting
The sufirasiavS
cause
further
r.ottvsbnrir college.
delay
only
attacking the border town and that toed the park consolidation bill,
it is predicted that the humidity will
He Advertises
Berlin, June 30. Heavy fighting is
deto
Todd
Mr.
road.
the
overlook
be
unfair
to
any opporintend
not
do
Pancho Villa will lead them. Inez which would have given the mayor of
reported in Macedonia between Serv5d for quarters
in the opinion of the at- decrease also.
clared
that
and
have
arrang
a
the
former
tunity
now
rebel
of
in
control
Salazar,
great pleasure ians and
Chicago
Reader
Thai He
The dead today included Gustave near" the big tent in the veterans'
Bulgarians near Istip and
torney general publication of the plan
Juarez, is to take personal charge of grounds of the north, south and west between Greeks and
Bulgarians near
as in the case of the American To- Lundgren, hanged himself while in- camp, where the principal exercises
the oupost fighting of the defending sides of that city.
Doesn't Advertise.
Drama.
Fred Schnorrney, are to be held. They expect to atbacco company wou'id be advisable sane from heat;
The governor's veto leaves the park
garrison in Juarez.
be prostrated in street, died at his home; tack the veterans from every side.
in
order
that
might
objections
any
In addition to ordering the Fifth system under control of the state.
HORSE PRIZES TO NEW YORKER
A manufacturer ot a nationpresented to the court by interested Lena May Zook, overcome while
United States cavalry at Fort Huachu-c- a In a 3,000 word statement to the
enpicking cherries at LaGrange, a su
June 30. Judge W. H.
distributed
London,
Wilson Is Present
parties.
product
ally
held in readiness to como to El "people of Illinois". Goveronr Dunne
fell from ladder and was killed.
burb,
Moore of New York today won the
in each package
that
tne
No present stockholders in
closes
June 30. President
Washington,
Paso for patrol duty in' event of a says that the utilities bill, though
of
a
in
Vetulo
pool
of the International
as
such
his factory a printed slip
leaves
jumped
Union
Joseph
Pacific
championship
will
Wilson
continuing
go by train to Gettysuurs
battle in Juarez, General Hugh L. certain homo rule features were elimhorse show at Olympia for pairs 'of
the following:
shares of the Southern water in clay hole while overheated, in July 4 instead of by motor art
buy
bearing
might
Scott, commanding (he border cavalry inated, is one of the best laws of Its
"Our competitors spend
harness horses exceeding 15 hands,
Pacific stock so sold and each pur- - committed suicide. P. E. Berry, pav- - originally planned. He has prepared
brigade, has ordered pait of the Ninth kind ever enacted by any state. If when he carried off the Louisville
to advertise
chaser would be obliged to make af- ing inspector, died at a wedding; his speech which will le he f ore tJ
annually
cavalry on border guard duty in public sentiment later demands home
in class 54 with his Lord and
their products. We put qualfidavit that he was not acting in con- heart disease superinduced by heat.
immediately after its delivery
held in readiness to come rule it can be provided for, says the trophy
Arizona,
ours
givInto
or agreement with any one else
thus
cert
Joseph Smith, laborer, died of sun- plans to go to 'Cornish, N. H-- ,
on.
Seat
instead,
to
ity
Lady
here if needed.
statement. .
Borres, sunstroke.
our patrons the benefit of
Pacific to secure a stroke. Michael
Southern
!";- Robin
With
ing
guying
his
and
with
Burgomaster
and
Sunday
All
spend Saturday
in Juarez were
new control for the Union Pacific. John Rosenberger, overcome on last
the money we save by not adfirst
Hood, Judge Moore also took
returning' to Washington ttm
family,
warned today to leave the border
died
:
today.
vertising."
,Their transaction 'would begin on Thursday,
prize in the class 48 for pairs of
city for flight days. The warning TO RT.C6UMEN0
Kansas City Light rains in parts following day.
The remarkable part about
November L 1913, and if not com
horses shown to a mail, demi-maiwas delivered by Dr. Samule Navarro
the above is the fact that here
plete by January 1, 1916, the court ot Kansas, Oklahoma and Nebraska
stanhope or spide phaeton.
of (Villa's staff, through American
after several
would direct the disposition of any today brought relief
is a firm that ADVERTISES
PUBLISHERS ARE ACQUITTED
Consul T. D. Edwards. Dr. Navarro
F0I! NAVY YARD MEN
of exertme heat,
stock
THAT
Pacific
IT DOES NOT ADVERSouthern
New
York, Juno 30. Frank. Or!
remaining
DENVER CONTEST CASE ON
telephoned the message from El Paso.
111.
TISE.
Pour more deaths and John P. B AUdn,' president r.n
taken.
Peoria,
He also telephoned to General Scott
Denver, June 30. Ballot boxes were
the excessive heat and by counsel of the Columbian Swdin
If this manufacturer is sinMcReynolds's ' from
Attorney General
PER- opened in the county courf today for
DANIELS TO
that Villa would make every effort SECRETARY
have been added to the list Publishing company, were acqu'tte
to
statement
will wake up some day
after
the
court
framed
cere
he
drowning
in attacking Juarez to prevent firing
SONALLY INVESTIGATE
CON
the recount of votes cast fqr comof dead here, making a total of ten today at the court's fiecisioa im i.;
discussion
and
the
conference
the
cabinet
a
about
tell
and
public
into El Paso.
DITIONS
recent
missioner of safety in the
v-with President WTilson, comments on since yesterday.
excellence cf his own product
charge of using the mans !
municipal election. Judge Ira C.
was add- investors in the corar-ony'Another
Wis.
and
Milwaukee,
of
"reason
the
some
in
Pennsylvania
exchange
legitimate,
WIRES DOWN IN STRIKE ZONE
is presiding at the hearing of
Washington, June 30. Wage inBaltimore & Ohio stock and poiu;a ed today to the death roll of the heat
why" advertising. When, if his
Mayer told the Jry th r:i,
Charleston, W. Va., June 30. Tele- creases for employes of Atlantic coast the contest brought by Hamilton
which has prevailed in Milwaukee ernnient had failed to it.:-- !
out that at piesent no federal
are all he says they are
goods
phone wires connecting Charleston navy yards are likely to be recom. Armstrong against the election of
one railroal company Iron during the last four days, Xhm mak- case.
he will do a lot more "business
with the Paint and Cabin Creek Btrike mended within a short time by Secre Alexander Nisbet.
stock ;ln amruer
make more real
money
ing a total of 15 fatalities.
owring
and
districts failed this morning and no tary Daniels. In conference with the
line, but ,ih:ix Ty interpret'!-iothan he ever dreamed of beChicago A light breeze stayed the
information regarding the number of naval committees of the senate and PORTUGAL APPROVES TREATIES
,
C. AND A. C A R
fcy the couris a I'.tferent
fore.
flight and at 2:30 o'c'iock
mercury's
miners who obeyed the strike order house today the secretary announced
30.
June
be
temto
Portugal,
Washington,
presllloomlngton, 71 Tm
may hereafter
the weather bureau reported a
g:en
For an honest product daily
issued yesterday could be obtained. his purpose of giving the men in the through Its minister here, today noticoven; nip
hundred
or
new
statutes
2
o'clock
ent
08
At
of
legislation
degrees.
perature
newspaper advertising is the
The authorities, who are closely yards adequate representatition on fied Secretary Bryan of its approval
Alton enr sli
that point, may be enacted.
for
mark
reached
tno
had
ever
it
ering
highest
salesman
ablest
cheapest,
watching the situation, manifested the board which fix the wage scales in principle of his proposed peace
On the other hand, the president June on record 5S.3. The tempera- the ei!)H;tU'-woremployed, and most advertising
some uneasiness and Sheriff Bonner and indicated that appropriations treaties and asked to be
his advisers feel that there is ture at that hour was announced
a:? kit.
and
supplied with
of
is a prelaygood guarantee
Hill sent deputies Int-- the strike zone would be asked for next year to
no objection now to the
details. Nineteen nations have now
hi1!' lorn
SO, the en or j beim; due to
as
apparently
.quality.
to investigate.
,
increases.
taken, this step.
proposal of the railroads under what a faulty thermometer.
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To Clean Up Broken Lines, Odds and Ends and Remnants from the
Big Sale, We Will Continue, for One More Week, Our Semi Annual
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Saturday Evening, July 5th., Is Positively the Last of this Sale

F

0'

in Silk, Wool. Linen and Lingerie Dresses, Wool Coats. Wool Suits, Wash Suits, Parasols, Millinery, Lawns, Batistes, Dimities,
sues, Ratines and Fancy Wash Goods at

T"

i

1.
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V

Ei

EVA

All Other Lines

y

4

1

l.jg-!- "f

I

All Other Lines

ALL WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S

throughout the store EXCEPT Nemo
Corsets, Kayser's Silk Gloves and Hose,
Cadet Hose, Interwoven Socks, Toilet
Goods, Sunburst Silk, Butterick Patterns and Publications, all Threads,
Women's and Children's High Shoes, and
all Men's Shoes at

OXFORDS, SANDALS AND WHITE SHOES AT

ONE THIRD OFF
This includes our entire line of low shoes for women and children and all high
'
white shoes. Until July 5th., your choice of the lot at

ONE THIRD OFF

One Third Off

Las Vedos'Looding Store

SALE FOR CASH ONLY
NOTHING EXCHANGED
NO TELEPHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED

0 F!

(ST
H

throughout the store EXCEPT Nemo
Corsets, Kayser's Silk Gloves and Hose,
Cadet Hose, Interwoven Socks, Toilet
Goods, Sunburst Silk, Butterick Patterns and Publications, all Threads,
Women's and Children's High Shoes and
all Hen's Shoes, at

Tis-

One Third Off
SALE FOR CASH ONLY

p

NOTHING EXCHANGED

& (30Tb
Established

1862

NO TELEPHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED

SorfhSaoB

j
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LATflON HOPEFUL
FOR A SMALL
DUTY
NEW MEXICO SENATOR
THINKS
WOOL AND SUGAR WILL
BE PROTECTED

Santa Fe, N. M., June SO Thit
is still some ground for the
Lope that at least a smajl duty will
be retained upon Imported wool and
sugar when the pending tariff bill becomes law is the opinion of United
States Senator T. B. Cation.
Senator Catron, who has been in

there

of congress convened last April, arrived in Santa. Fe a few days since
to spend a week here, having obtained a leave of absence from the
senate to attend to some pressing
legal business.
"The matter is now in the hands
of the democratic senate caucus,"
said Senator Catron, "where an over-helming majority of the members
uie in favor of the bill as it stands,
or even one carryjug lower duties and
a larger free list. The senate, how-.V- '.
i.
,
so neur equa'ily divided
..!.' tliat It may require practically the unanimous vote of the democrats to carry the bill on the floor
of the senate. Already two senators,
Kumsdell and Thornton of Louisiana,
nave announced their determination
ot to be bound by tne action of the
caucus, and It Is far from certain
that Walsh of Montana or Newlands
of Nevada will consent to be pledged
to vote for free woo'i. There is also
the risibility that Shafroth of Colo-rod- a
would noid put for a duty on
sugar.
"it fr
senators refuse to be bound
by the caucus, of course providing
that the republicans stand together,
there Is tha possibility of amending
the bill on the floor of the senate
and thus securing some measure of
protection for the wool growing Industry In which New Mexico Is so
vitally Interested. It must be confessed, however, that the Jputlook Is
far from promising, but the fight will
not hp itbamlonfd until the 'last vote
is h.krn.
.

po-lit-
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t
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liberty of the republican party and
Curry Considered, for Philippine
Commissioner
pursuance of which this country en
Senator Catron brought the news joyed a long era of prosperity and In
that former Congressman George Cur- joyed a long era of prosperity which
ry is still In Washington and that his this wrold had never before known."
friends consider the New Mexico man
has an excellent cnance of becoming CAN A MEDICINE BE A FRAUD
appointed a member of the Philippine that is compounded from nature's
commission.
The president Is known own remedies, the roots and herbs of
to be considering Mr. Curry, whose the field, that has stood the test of
long experience in the islands, dem- time by restoring health and happi
onstrated
executive
ability and ness to more suffering women than
tnorough knowledge of Spanish as any other remedy we knew? Such is
well as a number of the native dia
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com
lects of the islands, make mm a
pound which complies with all condimost desirable man for the place.
tion of the Pure Food and Drugs Law.
The law creating the commission reAdv.
quired that it be a
body,
so that there is no party reason
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
against the appointment of Mr. CurYour druggist will refund money
ry, who has the endorsement of not if PAZO OINTMENT falls to cure
only the New Mexican members, but
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding
of a large number of senators and any
or Protrding Piles In 6 to 14 days.
representatives of other states.
50c.
Regarding the nomination of Summers Burkhart for United States district attorney. Senator Catron said
there was no reason to believe that
Mr. Burkhart would not speedily be
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
confirmed in the usual course. This,
said Senator Catron, is a matter entirely for the democrats to decide and
Santa Fe, N. M., June 30. The
in which republican senators were county institute of Rio Arriba county
not disposed to interfere unless there opens today at El Rito for a four
existed some, Extraordinary means weeks' session and a successful meetfor such action.
ing is anticipated.
With Senator Fall Senator Catron
Dove Season is Near
has taken an active part m the fight
There is an open season on doves
to procure adequate appropriation from the first of
July till the thirtieth
for New Mexico institutions in the ot
September, and many of our
Indian apportionment bill and a'iso
are cleaning their guns
to prevent any of the money thus sportsmen
and preparing for the annual slaugh1
provided from being used for the pur-- ter.
pose of locating Navajo or other InAdmitted to do Business
dians on the public domain In this
On recommendation of the state instate and Arizona. That this fight
surance commissioner, the state corwaB successful is indicated by the
details of the bill carried in today's poration commission has granted permission to the Landon and Lancadispatches from Washington.
shire
Guarantee and Accident comAs to the prospects far republican
to
do business in the state of
success In the next election, Senator pany
New Mexico.
Catron believes they are excellent,
Tax Returns Should be Published
both In the nation and in New Mexico.
"Differences and dissensions,' The concensus of opinion among
which a short time since threatened the public officials and many other?
to wreck the party, are being rapidly seems to he that the tax returns of
healed," said the senator, "and there every county should be published for
A?
is every reason to be'iieve that No- the benefit of all the taxpayers.
f
not
of
the
stand
now,
vember, 1914, will find the party pre- tilings
senting a solid front in the fight for taxpayers of the state have any idea
the protection of American labor, in- what the returns are, a matter of imdustry and the prosperity of the citi portance which they are entitled to
zens In general. Temporary setbacks know,
can nevfer be fatal to a party founded
Enforcing Motor Vehicle Law
upon thy bread principles of human
Secretary of State Antonio I.ucito
j

i

j

one-hal-

is busy nowadays looking after the
enforcenfent of the law which was
passed by the last state legislature
and recently published requiring the
automobilisls and motorcyclists of the
state to pay a license. Most of them
are coming through all right, but some
have been rather tardy in their step
ping up to the captain's office and
settling, and had better look il "leetle
oudt."
The Workings of the New Tax Law
Santa Fe, N. M., June 25.
Hon. Frank W. Clancy, Attorney Gen
eral, Santa Fe, N. M.
Sir: I have received the delinquent
tax lists for San Juan county for the
years of 1910 and 1911, for the pur
pose of bringing suits for the collection of the same, and I am somewhat
In doubt as to whether or not suits
can be brought under the provisions
of Chapter 22 of the laws of 1899, as
this chapter is repealed by chapter
to
84 Of the laws of 1313, and as
whether or not the law of 1913, takes
away the remedy, to bring suits, for
the years old 1910 and 1911.
Chapter 84, of the laws of 1913, having no saving clause and having no
provision to bring suits for delinquent taxes in the future.
Chapter 84, laws of 1913, provides
that after due publication is made by
the collector, he may offer for sale
separately, and in consecutive order,
each parcel of property upon which
any taxes are due, but makes no provision for the bringing of suits.
Please give me your opinion on the
subject, and oblige.
Yours very truly,
ALEXANDER

1899 is absolutely repealed, I do not
see how anything can be done in accordance with its provisions. It seems
therefore, that we must look only to
the new statutes for a guide as to
how these delinquent taxes can be

collected.
By section 34 of chapter 84 of the
laws of 1913 it is made the duty of
the collector to prepare and publish
for four weeks notice that he will on

the day specified in the notice at the
hour of 10 o'clock in the forenoon at
the court house of the county, offer
for sale separately and in consecutive
order, each parcel of property on
which any taxes are delinquent as

hKxi

eral omnibus tax suits based upon the
whole delinquent tax list, can no longer be brought.
Yours truly,
FRANK W. CLANCY,

Attorney General.
Brilliant Stars or June
the end of June, Mars, Venus,
Saturn and Jupiter will all be morning
stars, but Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound is at all times the "Star"
medicine for coughs, colds, croup and
whooping cough. A cold in June Is as
apt to develop into bronchitis or pneumonia as at any other time, but not If
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound la
taken. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
The

By

Drug Store.

(oh
O. G. SCHAEFER.

RED CROSS DRUG CO.
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READ.

District Attorney First Judicial District.
Santa Fe, N. M., June 27.
Hon. Alexander Read,
District Attorney, Santa Fe, N. M.
Dear Sir:
I have Just received your letter of
yesterday in which you say you have
received the delinquent tax lists of
San Juan county for 1910 and' 1911
for the purpose of bringing suits for
the collection of same, but that you
are in doubt as to whether or not ll
suits can be brought under the pro :i
visions of chapter 23 of the laws
fJ
1S99 as that chapter Is repealed by
cnapter m or the laws or ijla.
I assume that these tax lists of
which you speak have been published J
under the old law, but as the law of

shown by the tax rolls, or so much
thereof as may be necessary to realize the respective amounts due.
This langue Is sufficiently broad
to include not only the taxes shown
by the tax rolls of the next preceding
year, but all delinquent taxes for earlier years, and it is my opinion that
the collector in publishing his notice
should specify the years for which
taxes are delinquent which will bp
included in the sale, and not limit
his notice to one year only. Then he
would sell each parcel of property on
the tax rolls of the several years upon
which any taxes are delinquent.
There can be no doubt that the gen
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and
en, Germany, France, Finland
the British Colonies, are likely to be
permanent
incorporated into the
Olympic games code to be prepared
at the conference of 1914.
It will be strongly urged that the
Olympic committee adopt a standard
set of track and field events at recognized distances and weights to
hold for all time and that this program be separate and distinct from
TO ADOPT such usual Olympic side lights as
PROPOSED
PLANS
AMERICAN PLAN OF MEASskating, yachting, polo, tennis and
UREMENT
other modern features of sporting
competition. No objection to these
June 30. The initial sports will be interposed by the I.
New York,
steps toward systematizing and stand- A. A. F., but it will be suggested that
ardizing the Olympic games of the they be held as distinct and. apart
future will 1)6 taken within a month from the standard Olympic program.
there will
The American delegates consisting
at Berlin. On August
be held the first conference of the of Gustavus Kerby, Colonel Robert
International M. Thompson, James E. Sullivan, Bai
provisionally formed
Amateur Athletic federation, at which ton S. Weeks and Joseph B. Maccabt.,
time a world wide track and field gov- will ask the new association to sugerning tody will be established. Rep- gest that a number of perpetual
resentatives from the national ama- phies be secured and awarded during
teur sport ' controlling body of every the games at Berlin in 1916. These
civilized country have been invited will include a grand international tro-to attend, and a real working agree- phy for the winner of the greatest
ment and basis for future interna- number of points in all the recognized Olympic sports of the meet, totional meets will be established.
At the present time the committee gether with a number of minor troin charge of the federation affairs phies for the winning nations In track
consists of P. L. Fisher, Great Bri- competition, swimming, wrestlin?, cytain; Pierre Roy, France; Carl Diem, cling and similar contests. Thesf
Germany; H. tankovits, Hungary, and trophies to be held for three years
James K. Sullivan, United States. and then returned to the country
These committeemen, in addition to holding the succeeding meet.
The question of the measurement
a number of other delegates, will assemble in Berlin several days be- methods of future games also will be
fore the opening of the conference discussed. At present the Olympic
in order to discuss in an informal meets are based upon the metric
awy the plans and scope of the new system, whereas the leading athletic
organization. To the athletes of the nations of the world use yards and
world the recommendations of the I. feet in measuring track and field
A .A. F. 'to the International Olym- sports. It appears likely that this
pic committee, will be of great inter- proposed reform will fall, however,
est. While the new body has not the owing to the fact that the metric sysslightest authority in matters pertain tem has been used in Olympic games
ing to the Olympic games, its recom- since the ancient meets in Athens
mendations will undoubtedly carry and is really a better understood
much weight with the Olympic games system, from an international standcommittee, when that body meets a point, than that afforded by the Engyear later at Berlin to plan for the lish measuring methods.
At present there is no way of comOlympic meet of 1916.
This is particularly true because it paring the best efforts of the world's
is known that the I. A. A. F. will sug- leading athletic performer under the
gest a number of radical reforms two systems. For example, the 100
which, backed by the athletic gov- yards, a standard sprint in America,
erning bodies of such nations as the England, Australia, Canada and South
United States, Great Britain, Swed Africa, is nine yards one foot and

GAMES

OLYMPIC

STANDARDIZED
IN FUTURE

20-2- 4

1

of the 100 meter
clash In the two
this
sprint. Despite
measuring systems, it is probable that
the point of substituting the English
for the metric Bystem will be passed
if the countries most interested can
secure a, standardized set of Olympic
events. This in itself would be a
great advantage and assistance to
countries preparing to enter teams,
since it would permit the program to
be known several years in advance.
In adition to will bar the local Olympic committees from inserting in the
schedules a number of events or contests which are intended purely for
home athletic talent and which continue for a period of time which absolutely bars foreign entrants from
continuing in the competition.
one inch short

The statement that the 17 consecutive victories of the Yale, baseball
team during the recent college baseball team during the recent college
baseball season is an intercollegiate
record is dis putted in esevarl quarters
With the exception of Parke Davis,
the Princeton University athletic sta
tistician, however, the disputants fail
to produce proofs. Davis shows that
Yale at best simply tied a record
mnde by the Princeton nine of 1897,
when the Tigers reeled off 17 straight
victories beginning on April 17 and
1897.
finishing on Way 28 of the year
the
Tigers deDuring the run of wins
Georgetown,
Cornell
twice,
feated
three times, Virginia twice, and Harvard, rovn, Lafayette, Lehigh, Pennsylvania State and other college nines
at least once.
an
July as well as June is to have
international' contest in the form of
a series of faces for the Canoe Challenge cup which is to the devotees
of the tiny craft what the America's
cup is to the deep sea yachtsman.
These races, with a Canadian club In
the role of challenger, will be held
on Gravesend Bay July 11, 12 and 14,
in case the struggle for the trophy
goes to a three race conclusion.
This competition will be the first
in 18 years for the canoe cup. Originally offered by the New York Canoe
club in 1883, the International Chal
lenge cup for sailing canoes has
been successfully defended since that
date. Its history is as interesting
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as is that of the America's cup. In
1886, the Royal Canoe club of Loudon sent over Warrington Baden-Poweand Walter Stewart, and
although the former was the first
canoeist to design a canoe that would
sail to windward, the Englishmen
were beaten by C. Boyer Vaux and
William Whitlock. Two years later,
Walter Stewart came over alone and
was beaten by Reginald S. Blake.
In 1890, Ford Jones, the champion
canoeist of Canada, started his long
and unsuccessful campaign to capture
the cup. In his first attempt he was
beaten by H. Lansing Quick. The
following year, T. E. H. aBrrington
was the winner and in his last attempt
in 1892, Ford Jones was beaten by
In J 895, Paul Butler
T. S. Oxholm.
defeated Charles E. Archbald, anoth
er Canadian, in the last race for the
trophy. The present challenger is the
Gananoriue Canoe and Motor Boat
club of Gananoque, Ontario, Canada.
The organization has nominated Ralph
B. Britoon, who last year won the
championship of the Dominion during
the A. C. A. meet at Sugar Island
on the St.. Lawrence, as the sailor
to make the new try at cup lifting.
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than the Trust made kind yet it's better costs
a little more than the cheap "Big-Can- "
brands,
but it is worth the difference. Every spoonful
does its work perfectly no failures no waste.
Buy

Can from your nroccr today nd watch your baktngr troubles disappear.
if you don't get Calumet, you don't get the best.

RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARDS
World's Pure Food Exposition, Chicago, Illinois.
Paris Exposition, Franco, March, 1912.

.i

.

as

CHICAGO

baking powder. Don't be mislead. Buy Calumet.
Calumet Is far superior to sour milk and sodi.
be$t results.

You don't iave money when you buy cheap or Itg-ca- n

Id more economicalmore wholesomegioes

"'BAKING P0

v.

Hersch declared wen he arrived here that the tlnie was less
than two hours.
The committee In charge of the arrangements received word yesterday
from J. A. Peterson of Estancia, who
will drive his own machine, a Ford,
in the race, that he would arrive here
today and remain, until after the
event. Mr. Peterson wants to take
his own car over the route selected
for the race tnis week.
The entries for the July event lust
night numbered seven. That is, that
number of uutoists already have signified their intention of going Into
the contest and the number of entries
is expected to be nearly double that
number by tomorrow night.
The entries will close at midnight
tomorrow night. Immediately after
the closing bf the entry books by the
committee, drivers will be asked to
draw for numbers. The number each
draws will he painted on his car and
will determine the order in which
they will start in the race.
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WHOOPING COUGH

"I have used Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy every since I have
house and T consider it one
ever
of the best medicines I have
used. My children havn all used it
and it works like a charm for colds
and whooping cough. In fact, I con
sidor it good for any kind of a throat
or lung trouble, and do not think any
household complete without it," writes
L. C. Haines, of Marbury. Aia. You
wjll'look a good while before you i'nd
a better preparation than Chamberlain's Cough Remedy for colds ond
whooping cough In children. It contains no narcotic and is pleasant to
take. For sale by all dealers Adv.

A substitute medlclr.e is never for
the benefit of the buyer. Never be
persuaded to buy anything but Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound for coughs
and colds, for children or for grown
persons. It is prompt and effective.
It comes in a yellow package, with
beehivo on carton. It contains no
Take no substitute for Fo
opiate
O.
ley's Hocey and Tar Compound.
G. Scbaefer and
Red Cross
Drug

beet-keepin-

"HITS

KILL A CHINAMAN
Silver City, N. M., June 30.

I Highest In Quality
Insist on "Hunts"

if
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Delicious In Fl vour
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want the highest

quality in canned fruits
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Jefierson Raynolds, President.
Hallet Raynolds, Cashier.
H, Eile Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

E. B. Raynolds, Vice President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President
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Rhodes, chauffeur for Shift Boss Sawyer, employed at the mines at Leopold, was brought In last evening by
Sheriff MeGrath and p'iaced in jail
on a charge of killing a Chinese res-

taurant owner a.t Leopold.
It seems that Rhodes, who took his
the voters in the meals at the restaurant, was late for

of the decision of
recent election the old form of municlal government in Portland will give
commission
way tomorrow to the
plan. H. R. Albee, an insurance
man, is to be the first mayor under
the new plan. He will serve for four
years. With him as associates In the
management of the city's business
will be Commissioners R. G. DIeck,
a well known civil engineer; William
Daly, a local leader of organized la
bor; William A. Brewster, an attorney, and C. A. Bigeiow, a merchant.

FRUITS"

QUALITY

''THE KIND THAT IS NOT

'itore.

UNDER COMMISSION
June 30. By virtue
Ore.,
Portland,

PORTLAND

THERE IS NO LIE ON TOE UBEL

a

dinner and the Chinaman Informed
him he could not be served. They
had some angry words. Rhodes then
left, he says, "and went to the Phelps-Dodg- e
store and secured a new
loaded it and went back to
the restaurant and walked back to
the kitchen. I met the Chinaman
with a bucket of water in his hand,
which I supposed was hot and I
thought he intended to throw it on
me. He then made a move as if to
pick up a large knife, lying on the
table, when I drew my gun and fired
two shots."
One ball struck the Chinaman in
the back near the right shou'ider. The
other endtered his head1 back of the
right ear. He died in a few minutes.
Judge Lawson of Leopold remanded Rhodes to jail without bail.

week, The cases have been pending
No Derson need hesitate to take Fosince last July, when the accused alley
Kidney Pills on the ground that
dermen were indicted and arrested on they know not what is in them. Foley
charges of accepting bribes and con & Co. guarantee them to be a pure
curative medicine, specially prepared
spiracy to accept a bribe for their for
kidney and bladder ailments and
of
the
in
passing
votes and influence
irregularities. They do not contain
property habit forming drugs. Try them. O.
a measure affecting city
transferred to the Wabash railroad. G. Schaefer and Red Coss Drug Store
Rumors of graft among the alder
ENGINEER. GOES MAD
men had been In circulation for a long
30. "Java"
As
Williams, Ariz., June
time before the exposure came.
on the
a
Wil
employed
cowboy
rumors
these
Mayor
Reynolds,
a result of
Williams, arrivliam' E. Thompson sought the services range 12 miles-froreof detectives and Andrew H. Green ed in town today and claims he
a prominent manufacturer, agreed to cognized the supposed "wild man"
After the In who has been seen several times in
finance the problem.
as
vestigation was begun, the Wabash the forest southwest of this place,
C.
a
Santa
a
former
Richard
McKee,
of
the
for
closing
railroad applied
street on the grounds that it wanted Fe coast lines engineer and member
Brotherhood
to erect a warehouse and otherwise of the 'Calumet lodge,
increase its shipping facilities. The of Railway Trainmen, of Chicago. The
an
application was held up in council for man was practically naked and in
i unkempt
condition.
council
the
a time.
When suddenly
Reynolds came, suddenly upon the
granted the application by vote of
several members who had previously man, who was drinking out of a pool
of water in the cedar forest. After
opposed the measure.
Meanwhile a Burns detective, who the man had finished drinking, Reyhim in converrepresented himself to be land agent nolds tried to engage
at
sound
of the hubut
the
sation,
work.
at
had
been
for the railroad,
He had entered, according to the man voice the wild man uttered a
charges into negotiations with the shriek and darted away into the thick
was formerly ac- secretary of the common council com-- forest. Reynolds
mitee. Eventually it was decided, it quainted with McKee and is positive
is alleged, that several who had been the wild man is none other' that
opposing the street measure would
In Novsmber, 1910, McKee leaped
withdraw their opposition for $100
from
his engine between Ash Fork
each. Some of the aldermen, however,
and Williams, and a month later was
are said to have held out for more.
The first, of the accused aldermen seen by cowboys 24 miles south of
to be placed ou trial is Thomas Giin- - Williams. He has since been given
as dead. John McKee, a brother
nan, president of the council and al- up
now
lives at 2381 Piedmont avenue,
leged to be the boss of the boodlers.
Calif.
Oakland,
Tom."
Glinnan is known as "Honest
Dein
been
He has long
prominent
troit politics and at the time the
NOTICE.
The Deep Lake Hunting and Fish
charges were made against him he
was mentioned as a possible candidate ing club has leased the lake known
for mayor.
as the Deep 'iake, which is located
south of the La Jara take of this
No Substitute coutd do This
group of Kroenig's lakes of the Ten
No inferior substitute but only the Lakes. Land company. No person will
genuine Foley Kidney Pills could have be allowed to hunt or fish upon this
rid J. F. Wallich, Bartlett, Net., of his
He says:
"I was property except members of the club,
kidney trouble.
bothered with backache, and the pain and all persons going there must be
would run up to the back of my head, prepared to show a membership carl
and I had spells of dizziness. I took in this organization. Otherwise they
Folev Kidney Pills and they did the will be arresied for trespassing.
work and I "am now entirely rid of THE DEEP LA'KE HUNTING AXD
kidney trouble." O. G. Schaeter and
FISHING CLUB.
Red Vrosa Drug Store.
1

Surprisingly better than any other brand.
Never a disappointment. Your biscuits
will be light and sweet Your cakes will
raise evenly and will retain that moist delicate sweetness for days. Calumet cakes
don't dry out quickly. Calumet costs less

30, 1913.

AUTO'S FAST TIME
N. M., June
30. J.
Albuquerque
Hersch, driver for C. C. Catron of
Santa Fe, who has entered a Buick
in the A'ibuquerque-SantFe road
race, drove the car entered from the
state capital here Saturday on a trial
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ALLEGED BRIBERY TRIALS
Detroit, Mich., June 30. Trials in
aldermanic' boodle cases
the
in which nine members of the Detroit
board of aldermen are under indict
ment, are scheduled to begin this
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Capital, $100,000 Surplus, and Undivided Profits
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If it may be termed a science
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Round trip tickets will be on sale
daily, commencing June 1 to September 30, 1913, good to return
up to and including Oct. 31, 1913.
(Pueblo

$11.03

. .

Fare for round trip Colo. Sp'fjs $13.70
(Denver,

$101:3

. .

Tickets are first class f'ocd for
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record he haa thus far made as chief coincide with the facts. Again, supexecutive of the state. We are frank pose once more, that in order to beto say that were onr interest in him come a law the bill passed by the
1S79
based solely upon his official record 1913 legislature had to be approved
we would be forced to pass him over by the governor, which is and was
Published By
without comment. He has, however, the case. Again now suppose lastly
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
that peculiar attraction for this edi- that, after opposing the payment of
(Incorporated.)
tor that is possessed by certain small the actual expenses of judges when
flying bugs that we have observed traveling on official business GovernEDITOR from our window of a late afternoon or McDonald vetoed the bill which
in. m. FADCETT
in summer: their actions are weird, provided in stronger form than ever
irregular, vastly surprising and, to for the very thing he opposed. That
the casual observer, entirely without Is a natural supposition. But the
definite purpose. They will half-wal-k goyernor didn't veto 'he bill. "He
for a distance and turned a completj Vuble fbaek-fliand half-flEntered at the postoffice at East then, without the slightest warning, and opposed the bill T This is not a
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for trans- turn a complete double backflip. For supposition; it is a fact. The bill
mission through the United States a moment they will be quite still and we refer to is contained1 in chapter 17
and was approvthen Will jump straight into the air of the 'laws
malls as second class matter.
and fall to the ground with legs wrig- ed by Governor McDonald on March
gling and wings
fluttering wildly. 11. Can you beat it?
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
And now does any one wonder why
And for the life of you, you cannot
Dally, by Carrier
tell why. They are certainly inter- Governor McDonald did not appoint
f .OS
Far Copy
esting little cusses their actions are Mayor Taupert on the county road
.15
.
One Week
almost as purposeless as tcose of UUttlu anci oaj
viiuinj mat. nv
.65
One Month
Let us bring earnestly desired to take that board
some human beings.
7.5C
One Year
the analogy into concrete form by out of politics?
Dally, by Mall
:0
supposing a little bit.
$6.00
One Year
Suppose that prior to 1013 the
3.00
Six Months
general appropriation bill passed' by
the legislative session of 1912 carSEE OUR OWN SCENERY
a provision for the payment of
ried
AND
STOCK
WEEKLY OPTIC
FIRST.
the actual expenses of district judges
GROWER
when they were away from their
$2.00
One Year
home district on official business,
11.00
Eix Months
'Tis a long
Off for the Truchas!
n
reasonable supposition, but
must
have pack
and
you
and, incidentally, cnc that journey
to
burros
"tarp" and
blankets,
carry
(Cash in Advance for Mail Subscrip- coincides exactly with the fact. Now
vessels to
with
of
plenty
provisions
when,
us
let
ths legisla
suppose that
tions.)
in.
them
If
cook
you're going to see
Remit by draft, check or money or. ture met in 1913 It learnsd that Gov
be hurried; allow
not
do
the
sights
tier. If sent otherwise we will not ernor William C. McDonald was vio
two
and two for refor
going
days
to
such
for
loss.
any
be responsible
provision
lently opposed
two
and fishfor
and
looking
as we have mentioned. That is not a turning
Specimen copies free on
work.
this
Then
camera
neverand
reasonable
ing
supposition, gut,
theless. It coincides with the fact. trip will be a pleasure never to be
We have it on excellent authority forgotten.
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
The Truchas are a group, of three
that Governor McDonald stated subTHE EXPIRATION OF TIME
that he was opposed to the pointed peaks about 13,500 feet above
stantially
PAID FOR
payment of the actual expenses ot sea and are probably the highest
district judges when they are ansent mountains in New Mexico. They are
ore guaranteed the from their headquarters o official at the apex of the great rim that inAdvertiser
largest dally and weekly circulation business and would cut mat provision closes the basin of the upper Pecos
of any newspaper In northern New out of the appropriation bill. This and form Its fitting crown. The tip
information was conveyed almost di- of the tallest of the three peaks is
Mexico
rectly to the legislature, whose mem- capped by a monument of rock built
bers were exceedingly surprised at by the United States surveyors who
TELEPHONES
this attitude of the chief executive
prepared the topographical map of
BUSINESS OFFICE
..Main 2 If the district
judges cannot have this section.
A similar monument
NEWS DEPARTMENT
..Main 9 their official
expenses paid it means was built on the top of Elk mountain
that the public business cuano. be and it Is said that from these two
transacted
expeditiously and ecoMONDAY, JUNE 30, 1913.
points the contours of the Pecos banomically to litigants. Tui3 is not sin were delineated by triangulation.
a supposition; it is a cold fact.
Starting from Elk mountain .there
GOVFRXOK VlLLIAM C.
After receiving this news seme of
two or three ways to go to. the
are
MCDONALDthe members of the legislature got
We will select the route
Truchas.
act
a
together and introduced separate
follows
the top of the Las Vewhich
r Peculiarities in human nature are providing for the payment of the acthe trail from the
until
gas
range
always interesting subjects of spec- tual expenses of juajes when away
of the Sapello crosses because
head
Now
on
official
business
home
and
from
when
ulation,
they
especially
exist in an unusual degree la a pub-Ji- suppose that this act passed, wbvh the whole way affords one of the
official. Governor William C. Mc- it did, and made the payment of the most wonderful panoramas to be
Donald is the embodiment of more actual expenses of district judges a seen in this part of our country empeculiarities than any other individ- permanent matter instead of leaving bracing the courses of the Hollinger,
and Manuelltas
Sapello
ual in NewAMexico and for that rea- it to reinactment by each session of Beaver,
son, if for no other, possesses for us the 'legislature, as was the case with creeks, the valleys of Rociada, the
more interest of a speculative kind the provision in the general appro Cebolla and Mora together with the
than can possible be Justified by the priation bill. These suppositions all vast mesas and plains spreading
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away from the foothills to the far thing Is certain, you can eat all you
horizon while on every hand rises the can
catch, for the appetite created
world of peaks and ranges, green timby mountain travel and mountain air
bered or grass- grown with New Mex- is
"simply Immense." Brother Bear
ico's marvelous sky bending above it is
likely to visit your camp if you
all and the sunshine brightening ev- leave edibles where he can smell
ery cliff and far away lakeM and them at night. You'll not have too
stream. .Words fail to give any Im- many blankets no matter how
many
pression of these scenes; they must 'you take along for nights are cold
be viewed to be realized at all.
up here. Along in August there'll
When the trail fr6m the Sapello probably be quantities Of raspberries
is reached the descent begins to one for your dessert if
you'll take time
of the unnumbered streams that flow to pick them.
together to form the Pecos river. ' It would make a pleasant variation
'Tere is a delightful camping spot at to go home by some other route, say
the junction of two creeks in a little down
mesa to
Hamilton
the
park all carpeted with wild flowers. "forks" and then up Willow creek on
From this point the trail rises to the the route of the scenic
highway surgreat grassy slopes of the Hamilton veyed and planned to connect Las
mesa where the pasturage is so tall Vegas and Santa Fe. By this route
it looks like a grain field in August. you arrive at the starting point on
Then follows a succession of timber- Elk mountain arid then soon reach
ed reaches and open parks and swift the Harvey ranch where
the first
little streams until you come to thing you'll ask for will be "some'"
Beatty's cabin' in a great green mea- thing to eat."
dow near the junction of two
creeks flowing from the direction of
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
the Truchas. From here you may
reKansas
City, June 30. Hogs,
a
find
trail and you may not but by
Market 5 cents higher.
5,000.
ceipts
in
mind
of
the
sand"
the
having
"lay
and keeping going you will at last Bulk $8.G08.7O; heavy $S.558.75;
come to the very foot of the southern- packers and butchers $S:GO8.70;
lights $8.G58.72y2;
pigs. $7. 50
most peak.
8.20.
Strange to say that although inCattle, receipts 13,000. Market 10
credibly steep the first thousand feet
of the mountain is smooth and grass cents lower. Prime fed steers $8.30
While climbing you cannot 8.70; dressed' beef steers $5.758;
grown.
to
afford
look down nor should you western steers $4.257.25; southern
allow your feet to slip: the conse-- j steers $C8.E0; stockers and feeders
bulls $5.757.25; calves
quences are not pleasant to think of. $5.757.75;
But having worked your way up this!
Harket 10 to
9,000.
acclivity you come to a chaos of 20 Sheep, receipts
cents
lower.
Lambs
year
J67.75;
rounded boulders stretching npward'
about another thousand feet and then lings $4.507.75; wethers $4.255;
'ewes $44.75; stockers and feeders
there is smooth going again until you
,
..
are at the summit and take a Ions $34.50.
breath of amazement at the magnifi-cen- t
distance' to which the vision
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
reaches from this vantage point.
New York,
last
June
on
Although so frightfully steep
sales at the Stock Exchange today
Pecos
side yet these peaks stretch
the
were as follows:
down toward the Rio Grande in quite
64
Amalgamated
Copper
thei
Rio
eentln Hlnnes. Thfi cnnrae of
bld
.....107
Grande is visible for miles and miles S.US'
95
Atchison ...
and the great plains and mesas and
...
157
Reading
forests of western New Mexico ap
93
Southern Pacific v.
pear interminable is.. .the distance. Union
146
Pacific
.'.)
Three thousand feet below your feet
52
are grassy parks and little lakes and United States Steel
103
United
States
pfd
Steel,
a labyrinth of canyons and timbered
T
ridges among which rise a thousand
springs all flowing to the south
COULON IS SERIOUSLY ILL
where all unite at las to form the
June 30. Johnny Coulon.
Chicago,
Pecos river. At the very summit of
bantamweight
champion of the world,
beauthe peak you'll find numbers of
was taken to a hospital today sufferblue as the
tiful blue
ing from severe stomach trouble. It
sky and delightful in perfume. The air is said that the
battering here reis rare and chilly at this height but
ceived in his battle with Frankie
unwillingly you turn away from the Burns at Kenosha last week
aggra- fascinating view to descend and the vated his
exact nature of
the
illness,
memory of this trip is one you'll nevwhich has been ascertained.
er lose.
The cold, swift streams that head
here are famous for trout and one
Subscribe for The Optic.
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HOLIDAY

PEBDEHCt DAY JULY 4TH, 1913
Round trip tickets will be od sale to points in Colorado July
2, 3, 4th, and to points in New Mexico July 3, 4th, good to
return up to and including July 7th, 1913.

Walrous and return

$1.10

Wagon Mound and return

2.40

4

Raton and return 5.95
Trinidad and return 7.00
Santa Fe. and return - - 4.50

in

-

Albuquerque and return

Ice-col- d

7.10

Intermediate points at same ratio one and one third fare
for the round trip.
D. L. BATCHELOR.

f

i
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SPECIAL; TRAIN TO THE
HOT

SPRINGS CAYON AND RETUR
JULY 4TH, 1913.

30.-T- he
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ROUND

-

forget-me-not-

25c y

"

"

i

Over six and under
twelve years of age)

.............

w

ItIC

Train' will leave Stvnta Fe Depot at 8:00
A. M. and for the return will leave the

at 3:30 P. M.

Canyon

Tickets will be on sale at the Depot all day
cf the 3rd. also morning of the 4th.
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$15 to $20 WOMEN'S
TAILORED SUITS
During our July Clean Sweep Sale we
offer our complete stock of Suits,
worth $15 to $20, your choice

Ready-to-We-

D. L. BATCHELOR Agent.
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Garments Go at Less Than Manufacturer's Cost.

ar

$22.50 to $27.50 WOMEN'S
TAILORED SUITS
Palmer and Redfern garments offered at Half Price. Our stock must
oe reduced. Your choice

The quality of our merchandise has never been disputed. Every garment offered in this
'
July Sale comes up to the well known Bacharach standard

$9.68

$11.98

If you are contemplating buying a suit, coat, dress, pair of shoes, or anything else, don't buy until you see our line and get our prices
'
The time has come for us to make room for fall stocks
Another year has rolled around. The great Fourth is almost at hand.
which will begin to arrive in a short time. We are placing our bi stock on sale at unheard of prices. We solicit your patronage

Our Prices Always as Cheap as Others Have Been Reduced From
S30 to $42.50

of Interest to Thrifty People
specials
Silk
Undervests for
23c Gauze

..-4- 8c

3G-i- n

WAISTS
65c Short Silk Clove"
10

49c

93c,
yards best Dress Gingham
Unbleached Toweling, yd 9c,
Good Goods Makes Our's a Safe
Trading Place

nc

!

Gloves
$1.24
50c Ladies' Lisle Hose, per pair..39o
$1.49.
$2 Silk Hose, per pair
98c
$1.25 Silk Hose, per pair.- $1.50

16c
women
C5c Ribbed "Union Suits, for
women Oe Sateen Linings,
22Jc
1. 23 and $1.50 Middy E'iouses
S3c
OFF ALL, WOMEN'S

1-- 3

B if

f

p

f

m

2 iH

a

fine collection of our very latest
and best suits. None reserved.
Your choice for

$14.59

OFF ALL WASH DUE3SES

and S3c Fancy Ribbon, yd.49c
8c
15c Eorated Talcum Powder
4 Carmen Hair Nets, 10c value,
25c
for n

Women's Tailored Suits
A

mil

1-- 4

.

to

1-- 2

Telephone and

n

Solicited

.

WHAT WE DO
65c
25c
25c
50c

Boys' Blouse Waists
Iron Clad Hose, pair
Boys' Suspenders, pair
Boys' Caps, all sizes, each
4

490
19C

19c
390

OFF ALL BOYS' SUITS

$1.25

50c

'The

St one of quality
r-

Orders

'

C5c Boys'

Union Suits, each
4c
35c Boys' Union Euits, each
2C3
One Special Lot of Boys' Oxfords We
,

E.LASVCGAS.

Offer at
(Broken

Shirts for Men
Ties

Four-in-Han- d

25c Men's Sox, all colors
5
5

'"Bk

,

'"'

C5c, 75c

p

M

:

:ammmmmmmmmminmmmmmmmm?nmmmmmm.mm
2
J

n
8

98o

39c
16c

Plorsheim Oxfords for Men.$2.99
OFF ALL MEN'S UNDERWEAR

,50c Silk Sox Supporters, Boston.SSc
25c Linen Handkerchiefs for Men.19c

Of f

OUR MOTTO

Sizes)

QUALITY

PRICE SELLS AND
TELLS.
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PERSONALS
W. R. Whitorn of Ouava was a
business visitor in Las Vegas yesterday.
Dr. W. R. Tipton left yesterday
ternoon for a Bhort business trip

af-

to

Watrous.
' W. F. Olsen of Albuquerque came
in last night for a few days' business
visit in Las Vega3.
General and Mrs. A. S. Brookes of
Santa Fe came in last night and will
remain in Las Vegas for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. D. R. Carroll of Fowler, Colo., arrived in Las Vegas Sata
few
stay.
for
days'
urday evening
Mr. and Mrs. M. D. Montgomery
of Chicago came in yesterday afternoon for a few days' stay in Las Vegas.
John Condon returned from his
home at Des Moines Saturday night
and left yesterday afternoon for Ro- ciada.
returned
Attorney V. G. Haydon
Shoemaker
from
afternoon
yesterday
where he has been on a short business visit.
A. D. Whitmore returned yesterday
afternoon from Santa Fe where he
has been for the past few days on a
business visit.
Philip Sanchez returned yesterday
afternoon from Denver where he has
been for the past nine months attending the Denver university.
Mrs. Simon Bacharach returend yesfternoon from the Valley
terday
Ranch where she has been for the
past two weeks on a visit.
Mrs. W. J. Fugate returned yesterday afternon from Raton after
ing been a visitor with relatives
there for the past few days.
W. G. Bansmer of Deming came in
yesterday afternon from her home at
the Duke City for a few days' visit
in Las Vegas with friends.
Clarence Iden of Gross, Kelly and
company, left yesterday afternoon for
Raton and other places north of this
city where he will be on a short business trip for a few days.
John H. York and Engineer George
afterMorrison returned yesterday
noon from Rowe where they have
been on a short bridge inspection
trip.
Mrs. B. M. Robinson left yesterday
afternoon for her home at Wellington,
Kas., after having been visiting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. N B. Rose-berrhere for the past several
months,,
E. A. Mossman, a well known business man of Albuquerque, came in
yesterday evening and will be a business visitor in Las Vegas for the
coming few days.
Mrs. J. Campbell
and Mrs. W.
Maiming of Albuquerque who have
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Su-liof this city for the past few
days left yesterday afternoon for
their homes at Albuquerque.
and
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Harris
daughter Miss Mary Harris, came In
last night from Columbia, Mo. Mrs.
Harris who was forced to leave Las
Vegas some time ago on account of
illnss has greatly improved since that
time.
Mrs. J. F. Fairburn and daughter
of Buffalo, N. Y., left yesterday morning for their home at that place after
ha vim; been visitors in this city with
relatives for the past few weeks.
Mrs. Fairburn is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Springer.
.

er

A. G. Gorlich returned this afternoon from St. Louis where he has
been on a visit with his relatives for
the past few weeks."
Miss Katherine Drake of Syracuse,
X. Y., came in this afternoon for a
few days' visit with Mr. and Mrs.
H. w. Kelly of this city.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Williams of
Globe, Ariz., came in Saturday night
and will remain in Las Vegas for the
coining few days 'fas visitors.
Mrs. W, E. Eastman left yesterday
afternoon for her home in Illinois
where she was called on account of
the death of her sister, who died there

Saturday night..
C. F. Bebber of Albuquerque
came
in yesterday evening and will locate
heer for the present. He will be
employed by the Santa Fe Railway
company as night ticket agent.
Joe Elledge left this evening for
a few 'Weeks
a vacation. Mrs.
Elledge left some time ago for the
coast and will return with Mr. Elledge the latter partof next month.
Patrick D. McElroy, representative
of the Las Vegas lodge of Elks, accompanied by D. W. Condon, secretary of the same organization, will
leave Wednesday night for Rochester,
N. Y., to attend the annual meeting
of the Elks' grand lodge. George H.
Hunker, past exalted ruler of the Las
the
Vegas lodge, also will attend
grand lodge meeting: He is a member of the grand hody by virtue of
being ,a past exalted ruler.
.
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SOLDIERS

HERE

GENERAL
MAKES
ADJUTANT
ARRANGEMENTS
PRELIMINARY
FOR THE ENCAMPMENT

General Albert S. Brooks, in command of the New Mexco National
Guard, todavisited the range north
of the city land started a general
overhauling of the grounds for the
coming encampment. Major Ludwig
Ilfeld accompanied General Brookes
to the grounds, and the examination
late this morning.
A number of men were placed on
the grounds and with steady work it
range
is expected t that the whole
will be In better condition this year
than ever before. General Brookes
stated this morning that the number
of men who would camp here this
year would be approximately 450, not
counting the officers.
All the different .companies are
preparing for the encampment with
vigor, showing that the Interest in
the state militia Is not lacking. General Brookes probably wil'i leave for
his home at Santa Fe tomorrow. The
encampment will begin July 15 and
continue for ten days.
THANKFUL

BOYS

10

START BIG CELEBRATION

FOR THE CAMP

EVENT

WEDNESDAY

HOTEL WILL LAS VEGAS PEOPLE TOMORROW
BEGIN TAKING CARE OF
WILL CHEER FOR FOUNDERS
BEER
CUESTS ON JULY 2
OF

M. C. A. SUMMER

On account of final arrangements
for the Y. M. C. A. summer camp
not being completed, all those persons who have been planning to visit
th summer camp on the opening day
July 4, will take dinner at El Porve-niIt was, planned originally to
have all the visitors take dinner at
the camp. but the kitchen appartus
has not been completely installed. All
those who intend to make the trip
on next Friday should request
the
management of El Porvenir resort for
Dinner can be taken
reservations.
there and the trip made to the camp
later. A large number of the Las
Vegas citizens are expected to visit
the camp on the Fourth.!
Next Wednesday morning at 7:30
o'clock the boys of the Y. M. C. A.
will leave for the camp for a two
veeks' stay. About 35 boys will
make the trip and with this number
the camp will be filled to its capacity. The boys will return from the
camp on July 17 and after that the
genera public will be admitted. A1- tl oagh the camp probably will be fill
ed during the time while the boys
are there, yet it is possible that the
parents may be accommodated ever
night should they care to visit their
children at any time. Much interest
has been thown in the op3iivos ard
from "rr'ci respects the camp will
be well filled at all times this sum
mer.
r.

PLOWMAN

RETURNS
HEALTH

IN IMPROVED

CASTANEDA
MANAGER OF THE
ASSUMES DUTIES AS ASSIST
ANT SUPERINTENDENT

white-collare-
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joy-fes- t.

Flynn-Johnso-
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NEMECIO RIBERA,
PERFECTO GALLEGOS,
LOUISE TTLIBARRI,
TOSEFA GALLEGOS,
ISIDORO LUCERO,
TEOFILO MADRID,
EULOC-ISANCHEZ,
HELENA MONTOYA,
W. II. GARNER, JR.
MRS. GONZALES,
JOHN FLORENCE.

Las Vegas tomorrow will celebrate
with appropriate ceremonies the annibeer, It was on
versary of
July 1, 1912 that this city broke into
the sporty class when the liquor
dealers raised the price of the foamy,
beverage from a nickel
to 10c. That high standard has been
maintained for 12 full months, and
nobody can say Las Vegas has a high
class appetite on a beer income, for
it takes a pretty fair income to drink
beer in this village.
The nature of the popular celebration has not been determined upon.but
it is likely to take the nature of an
The Greater Las
informal
a beer wa?on
following
Vegas band,
loaded with kegs and marked with a
banner "I'm an Expensive Cuss but
I Have a Lot of Friends," will march
from the Presbyterain church .to Lincoln park. There addressej will be
made by Charles O'Malley on "Whai
Fight Accomplishthe
ed for Las Vegas;" Mayor Robert J.
Beer has
Tau pert on "How
Standine
Given Las Vesas
High
Throughout the United States;" and
representatives of the four banks,
who will discuss informally the subject, "How to Make One Nickel do
the Work of Two." J. J. Laubach,
Charles Farley and A. A. Meloney
will Bing a trio entitled "We Should
Worry." Rev. E. C. Anderson will
address the meeting on "Why the
Price of Beer Cannot be Too High
for Las Vegas."
The order suspending the use of explosives within the city limits will be
suspended, and everybody is invited
to come out and have a good time.
The committee in charge Is considering asking Joseph Ament, proprietor
of the Las Vegas Steam Laundry to
read a paper upon "The Collar that
Comes High and can be Washed Only
one Direction Down."
It is urged that "every patriotic citizen display from his house tomorrow
a bow of blue ribbon and that the
"soldiers" turn out to cheer for the
Anheuser Busch. The liquor dealers,
a
by their wisdom and foresight of
in
Las
Vegas
year ago, have placed
a place of honor as being the first
city In New Mexico to sport
beer. It is considered by the committee as no more than fair that
there should be a popular celebration in their honor. Perhaps In future years a fountain commemorating
their achievements may be unveiled
in one of the city parks.

Plowman, formerly manager
hotel but lately ap
Castaneda
of the
superintendassistant
acting
pointed
ent for the Harvey system, returned
from Chicago and Kansas City last
will take his
mam. Mr Plowman
f
new duties tomorrow morning. Mr
Plowman's headquarters will be this
as was
city instead of Albuquerque
succeeds
whom
he
that of John Stein,
B. F. Mason has been appointed general superintendent with headquart
ers at Newton, Kan.
HarMr. Stein, who served the Fred
serthe
left
vey system for 32 years,
recommendaof
best
vice with the
tions and upon his leaving was pre0f a watch, chain and match
safe, by the Fred Harvey system
Mr. Plowman has greatly improved PARCEL
in health since his stay in Chicago
hut on account of the intense heat
AT
there was forced to return to this
to
city where the climate, according
world. POSTMASTER
the
in
best
the
is
Mr. Plowman,
K

,

and ground cinnamon over tne top. Jiukei
m moderate Oven.
Dutch Apple Cake or Prune Kuchen can
be made with this same batter by covering
the top with pared and sliced apples, or
cooked prunes with the pits removed, skin
sid-j- s
down. Dredge with sugar and cinnamon the same as for CoffeeCake.
"The Cook's Book" contains 90 just such
delicious recipes.
You can secure a copy
free by sending the colored certificate packed
in nt
cans of K C Baking Powder to
the Jaqucs Mfg. Co., Chicago, being sure to
address plainly.
write your name-an- d
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J. K. La Rue of Louisville, Kentucky, came in yesterday afternoon
for a few days' business visit in Las
Vegas.
Roy Selover left this afternoon for
La my where he will be employed by

the 'Santa Fe Railway company
telegraph operator.

as

-

'

0.

POST C.

D.

LOCAL OFFICE

BEGINS
BLOOD
NEW SERVICE THIS MORNING
WITH GOOD BUSINESS

made in our savings department draw interest at the rate of" four per cent, per annum compounded
We believe that business goes where it is invited and that it abides where it is well treated.
Your business is cordially invited.
.
'

PEOFI

CAPITAL

5111,000.00

fcftWil iii.iniifa

post regulations, the notice from the
mailing postmaster authorizing
the
delivery of the parcel without collection of the amount due the sender
shall be filed with the receipted tag.
5.
Form 3915 shall be used in taking from postal employes the receipt
required by paragraph 5, section 6G,
parcel post regulations. This receipt
shall be surrenderd to the postal employe, either on the return of the
parcels or the receipted tags and total amount to be collected.
C The date of delivery of a C. O.
D. parcel shalk be
postmarked on the
lower left corner of the tag, and, If
delivery is made by carrier, the postmarking shall be done at the time
the tag is surrendered by the carrier.
7. When a parcel is forwarded or
returend to the sender as provided in
paragraph 11, section 66, parcel post,1
regulations, the duplicate receipt tag
shall be filled by the forwaring or returning office with the insurance
tags, alphabetically by dates of forc
warding or return.
8.
C. O. D. parcels may be accepted for mailing by rural carriers, and
the receipt to be given the sender
shall be sent him after the parcels
are numbered at the postoffice.
9. C. O. D. parcels will be delivered
by city and rural cariers and special
delivery messengers under the rules
and regulations governing the delivery of registered mall.
10.
Until further notice, C. O. D.
parcels shall not be accepted when
addressed to either the Philippine Islands or the canal zone.
11. A supply of C. O. D. tags, rubber stamps and form 3815 will be furnished each money order office,
through the fourth assistant postmaster general (division of supplies) in
time to begin the C. O. D. service
July 1, 1913.
12.
Postmaster must be prepared,
when called upon, to report the number of C. O. D. parcels mailed to the

GRANT BOARD IS

National League
Pittsburgh at Chicago; clear.
St. Louis at Cincinnati; clear.
New York at Philadelphia; clear.
Boston at Brooklyn; clear.

BY JUDGE
ADMINISTRATORS
OF BIG TRACT
SUCCEED THEMSELVES FOR
TERM

Judge David J. Leahy this morning
of K.
announced the
D. Goodall, E. G. Murphey, Eugenlo
Romero and Jose Felix Esqulbel as
members of the board of trustees of
the Las Vegas land grant. The term
of office of the present board expires
at midnight tonight. This board was
appointed in 1911 by Judge Clarence
J. Roberts, for a term of two years.
It has done most efficient work, and
the reappointment of the entire membership will be approved by the pub-

-

d

American Association
at Indianapolis; clear.
Louisville at Toledo; clear.
Milwaukee at St. Paul; cloudy.
Kansas City at Minneapolis; cloudy.

Columbus

Western Lcaaue
Omaha at Sioux City; cloudy.
Des Moies at St. Joseph; rain.
Lincoln at Topeka; cloudy.
Denver at Wichita; raiu.

lic.

According to the order of the court
through which the reappointments
were made, each of the trustees is
obliged to furnish bond in the sum of
$5,000, and is to receive a salary of
$150 per year.
The grant board met this morning
in adjourned session for the purpose
of hearing the order of the court regarding its successor. A meeting will
be held on Monday, July 7, for the
purpose of organization.
The present board of trustees has
the confidence of the community, and
has shown a disposition to. expedite
as rapidly as possible the completion
of the irrigation project
upon the
grant north of Las Vegas. Unfortun'
ately the project has been delayed
several times, through no fault of the
board.

YESTERDAY'S

BASEBALL

National League
St. Louis, 4; Pittsburgh, 3.

-

QES

THREE BAY FOURTH

American League
at Detroit; chjar.
Cleveland at St. Louis; clear.
Philadelphia at New York; clear.
Washington at Boston; clear.
.

Chicago

TWO-YEAR-

from the vacation, as the days ,.are
getting warmer now and a three
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Eddy of Three day outing would be greatly benefi
Rivers, Mich., were here Saturday vis- cial to all.
iting their cousin, H. S. Van Petten.
They reported the roads in good condition. The new road signs were ap- AMERICAN VINS
preciated. They remarked, however,
that the signs are so constructed that
SCOTTISH PLAYER
a country wag can reverse
them,
marking the roads Incorectly. Mr.
and Mrs. Eddy suggested that the McLOUGHLIN WORKING HIS WAY
signs be fixed solely upon the poles,
TOWARD WORLD'S TENNIS
so that they cannot be reversed.
CHAMPIONSHIP

MOVEMENT FOIt

TODAY'S BASEBALL

REAPPOINTED

offies.

Tomorrow marks the opening of
the new C. O. D. parcels post system, POSSIBILITY'; OF WEEK END VAFROM THRUSDAY
CATION
all Instructions have been sent out
UNTIL MONDAY
and the local postoffice is ready for
the new service. This system will
A movement is being pushed formake the parcel post system equal to
the express company service and yet ward in a number of cities all over
cheaper by a large percentage, it the United States to make the com
will be of special benefit. to the rural ing Independence day last three days
districts of the state and will be gen- instead of one. This plan is meeterally a great convenience. Follow- ing with success in Kansas City and
ing is a copy of the rules governing many other places in the Sunflower
state. If the larger business houses
the C. O. D. system:
3816, in the east can afford to close
to
1.
A distinctive tag, form
shall be attached to each C. O. D. close their doors for three days why
parcel. ,This form consists of three not Las Vegas?
parts oi tenpons. The first- coupon
Independence Day comes on Friday
shall be detached and handed to the this year and the usual custom is
sprtder'aa his receiptor the second that all the ibusiness houses; close, .on
coupon shall be detached and field
Sunday leaving but one day between
a record at fhe mailing office, an July 4 and Sunday. Tn another city
the third shall be attached to the plans are in order to make Saturday
Each of the three arts or a half holiday, this would probably
parcel.
coupons shall be postmarked at the be the the better plan for Las Vegns.
but even that will prevent business
mailing office.
2. The sender of a C. O. D. parcel men and clerks from taking a three
shall fill in as many of the .items on day vacation as would be the case if
the C. O. D. tag as possible, including all business closed their doors all
the item showing the amount due day Saturday. A large number of
him, and shall place his name and ad- business men are anxious to visit Aldress on the back. Ha shall also buquerque on Independence Day, but
place his name and address on the on account of the .next day being a
back of the coupon retained at the business day wrill be forced to remain
here. There are also a number of
mailing office.
3.
C. O. D. parcels and C. O. D. people who could, with Saturday betags shall be numbered consecutively, ing a holiday leave Thursday aftereither with the same series of num- noon for El Torvenir, the Y. M. C. A.
bers that is used for insured parcels, summer camp or to the famous Haror with a 'separate series.
vey ranch and remain there for three
4.
If a C. O. D. parcel adressed to days. If the business men will take-hola nonmoney order office is delivered
of this proposition there can be
to the addressee under the provisions
o possible loss to any individual and
of paragraph 4, section 65, paree'
great many citizens will benefit
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It is always a pleasure to be
and it is a greater pleasure still
to express that gratitude to these
who have fairly won It and therefore
justly deserve it. The second grade
teachers of the San Miguel county
summer Institute, which has just
closed, have been daily eyewitnesses
of the interest, zeal and labor taken
in their Improvement by the learned,
Mrs.
kind, and accomplished ladies,
as
well
as
by
nOGS AND MONKEYS
Cobb and Miss Papen,
F.
Friday and Saturday
Dean
Carroon,
On
Thursday,
the able professor,
nouse
who have had charge of and conduct evening at the Duncan opera
been
has
which
show,
four
last
Carlos
the
Don
the
ed, said institue for
past
the
for
nnr sincere and hearty playing in Alguquerque
Las
the
entertain
will
them
of
German Coffee Cake thanks go to each andthemall the most few days,This sffow is considered one
Vegans
unreservedly, wishing
Made Without Yeait
road and Is comsuccess wherever their lot of the best on the
By Mrs. Janet McKenzie Hill, Editor of complete
best acts now
posed of some of the
the Boston Cooking School Magazine.
may be cast. "
There are
.
vaudeville
stage.
There is no warm bread quite as approWe also desire to express our es
monkeys
and
i Ponies, dogs
priate for Sunday morning breakfast a
cn- thanks to our state super trained'
.
.
without
,.ta
- anyGerman Coffee Cake, yet it is seldom maden teem and
N. .White, and WhO aci uieu
and
by housewives who do not bake their own intendent, Hon. Alvan
of their trainer
bread. If K C double raise Baking Powderjj his able assistant, Don FUadelfo Baca, reqt attention
pleased audiences
have
far
is used it will be just as good as if raised.','
thus
who
to Dr F H. H. Roberts, Professor
from California.
road
with yeast and it will have the further adf
the
Professor all along
provantage of being fresh and warm. Saved rvwav nf Las Cruces,
first act that this company
Wis recipe and try it next Sunday.
Larkin and to Miss Manette Myers The starts with a prelude . from a
K C German Coffee Cake of Santa Fe, for their visits and talks duces orchestra tnat is
B,i,irntinnal matters. With ladles 25
Two and
the entrance
cups sifted flourp
Carlos, followed by
S level
ridden
teaspoonfuls KC Baking Powdery 'and gentlemen like these, as guides
by a
Bach
four ponies,
Institutes in
in Aeration, summer
i i
j'.i.
l,J
can
ter; i tablespoonfuls sugar' New Mexico, or any other state,
In which an w
13 assured
after
1 egg; milk.
1 never
fail;, their success
an4 remount their chargers
from the start, and the cause of edu- two of the monkeys give a fancy
cation receives a most noble and pow- wrestling act is tneu
"'
erful impulse. We, therefore, one and other acts of equal or
rt nlifiW GX elnot
ii
ill, desire, bymeans of this card, la-- then follow, maK.u8
to the
j
only to show our gratitude
lent in ev- e- way
dies and gentlemen referred to, but this show received the dc?
a Tiim-f,
audiences
to assure tnem aiso oi our piuiuuuu
that
r.f arhat thpv have done
ittnn
Sift dry ingredients together, beat the egg,
.
will
Se opera house here
add milk and butter to the egg to make onet
on the latter
and
cups; stir all together with!
F. N. BACA,
filled to the capacity
inverted spoon to a stiff batter. Turn into:
when the company
BENJAMIN GARCIA,
part of this
biscuit pan and spread even. Brush top
SADIE KERKHUFF,
lightly with melted butter. Sprinkle stiarj
performs here.
h

fiVE

E.
Wimbleton, June 30 Maurice
McLoughlin of San Francisco, the
young American lawn tennis champion, today brilliantly cleared another
fence baring his way to the title, of
champion, which is practically accepted as the world's lawn
tennis championship, by beating the
and
formidable J. C. Parke, Irish
Scottish champion, by three straight
round.
sets in the semi-fina- l
Americans on the ground were
ready before the match to wager the
Statue of Liberty on the chances of
their champion, and as the , match
started there was never a doubt as
to who would win.
No match in recent years had so
stirred the lawn tennis world and
fully 5,000 enthusiasts gathered, round
the center court on the championship
ground to witness the great .struggle.

ERcXnBRACK
GUILTY
PLEADS
Los. Angeles, June 30 Charley
the Santa Barbara carpenter who wrote letters offering United
States Senator John D. Works
000 if the senator would procure for
him the appointment as postmaster
at Santa Barbara, p'ieaded guilty m
the federal district court today to
the Indictment charging him writh an
attempt to bribe a public officer.
Ercanbrack told the court that be
had no intention of trying to bribe
Senator Works when he sent htm;
the letter. He wanted the money
to be taken, he said, merely as a re
taining fee, Senator works to act as
his legal agent in getting the job for
him. By that means, ho explained,
he expected to create a surprise
among the aspirants for th
by landing the position
ns a "dark horse."
p

Subscribe for The Optic.

American League
Detroit, 5; St. Louis, 2.
Chicago, 2; Cleveland, 1.
Western League
Denver, 6; Dea Moines, 4.
Omaha, 6; Topeka, 5.
St. Joseph,
Lincoln,
Wichita, 4; Sioux City, 2.
6--

1--

American Association
Toledo,
Columbus,
St. Paul, 6; Milwaukee, 11.
Minneapolis, 13; Kansas City, 7.
Louisville,
Indianapolis,
1--

0--

3--

STANDING

OF THE CLUES

National League.
Club
Won Lost
ii8
20
Philadelphia
38
New York
23
33
26
Brooklyn
32
31
Chicago
34
29
Pittsburgh
St. Louis
27
37
25
30
Boston
24
39
Cincinnati
American League.
Won Lost
47
16
Philadelphia
28
.40
Cleveland -- '
38
31
Chicago .
33
28
Boston
32
.35
Washington .
2S
42
Detroit
27
bt. Louis
4j
44
18
New York
Club

Pet.
.655
.623

.659
.50S

.460
.416
.410
.381

Pet
.748
.573
.551
.541
.C23

.400
.SS3

.210

Western League.
Won Lost Pet.

Club

Denver
St. Joseph

45
40

Des Moines
Lincoln

8

36
36
27
25
24

Omaha Sioux

.

City

Topeka
Wichita

BATE OF

21
28
29
32
32

40
41
46

.GS2

.588
.B67

.529
.530
.403
.373
.343

TZM

BENVERHGDTCira
BOUT WILL BE HELD NIGHT
JULY 3 INSTEAD OF
THE FOURTH

OF

Denver, Juue 30. The date of the
r
heavyweight bont, c.ri- inally scheduled to be held at the
Stock Yards etadiuin on July 4, baa
been changed to the night of July 3.
The c'hause la dates was made at
request of a large delegation of Denver fight fans who expect to vm'no
the trip to Trinidad to v,Vn.i:,i ilia
Chavez-Del- l
V.zht on the oUtuo-,t- .
of the Fourth end also ea accost cf
the 20 round bout at rcnbla on ih
same afternoon between V4Zi$ Jottn-soMid Bothy "SYaui.
Toth Gc-- sr end Uonls ere
away at iudr tr;iv,i.vj f
!
claim to be in pood C':;miU?on j.c-f
will devote Jhf mu'iiMh-.:;f.
time to lt!-.Morris-Geye-

V--

n

t'

.

LASVtGAS
tkm is that 10 years after tne forma
tion of the society all the share cap-i'a- l
was paid off, after which all the

3PE1IIU

li 0

buildings and machinery were paid
for. Now there are no shareholders
receiving dividends, but simply members, among whom the annual, prof its
are divided as a bonus.

I Mill
BUSINESS

Deafness Cannot

cured
cannot
they
caeu
portion of the ear.
nere is only one way to cure deaf
ness, and that is by constitutional

DEFAULT OF BRIDE

IN

A

MEETING

By

NELLIE CRAVEY GILMORE.

young
Though
fully twenty-two- ,
Stamford did not look a day over nineteen in his light flannels as he ran
nimbly up the veranda steps of the
Etherldge home and pressed the electric bell button.
The door flew open simultaneously
personage in livand a
ery stood confronting" him.
"Is. Miss Etherldge in? I' wish ta
it.
see her at once, iu pusaiuie;
A minute passed and the butler re- a slip of paper
wna
...... Enwlp(1
m.v.
IICIUQD kUC UHV.li
"Dear Dick: I
In a hasty hand:
am, unfortunately, too ill to leave my
Can you not, just as well,
room.
communicate with me through Charstolid-visage-

WOMANS CLUB
Austria, June 110. Some
Santa
Fe, N. M,. June 39. At a re- Italian
of
most interesting
phases
board
cent
meeting of the executive
rural life have been investigated by
,.. omen's
of
Federation
of
State
the
on
agricuthe American commission
and Clubs the matter of setting a date
ltural organi zation
convention was left to
rural credits, now traveling in Eu- for the annual
of the Woman's
the
representatives
rope to examine the various systems
Board of Trade and the Woman's
In use on this side of the Atlantic,.
of Santa Fe, which are to be ley?"
At Cremona, Italy, the commission-er- s Club
Young Stamford was In a quandary.
the hostesses at this year's meeting.
bank,
the
People's
Inspected
nothing could be done withDecidedly
have aptwo organizations
of. Miss Ether- which Is more or Ipss the mainstay These
out
the
s
uummuu-a
n,.auSC-wan
ponueu
This
bank
was flying.
jonii
time
and
In
Of the rural population.
person,
edge
as follows: Mesdames Arthur 'Tell Mr. Charley to come down im
excellently housed and was naldlmenU
mediately," he said.
to be in an extremely tlouniung con-- ; oe(,mi,
When Charley Etheredge appeared
dition.
From the appearance of ev- - bolt, J. R. McFie, James Seligman,
F. Asplund in response to this summons he found
H.
William
Rupert
Pope,
instituerything connected with the
The committee has Stamford pacing restlessly up and
tion this was easy to believe. The and Miss Conrad.
Mrs. Rupert down the long hallway.
electing;
organized
by
in
bank is not truly
"The fact of the matter is, Ether- has set
as
and
chairman,
principle but is, properly speaking, a Asplund
he began at once, "my uncle
edge,"
convention for Octodepending on the data, of the
Joint stock company
is dying. He has always had his
on my marriage
institutions. It ber 7 to 10,
heart set on D
larger commercial
Elaborate plans are being made for with your sister.
some unex
For
the
from
particularly
departs
the
of
entertainment
and
comfort
reason, he
the
and
of
inexplicable
number
plained
as
tne
idea insofar
13 Loped that the chooses to fancy at this late day that
votes held by the members Is depend- delegates and it
of us will draw back from our
ent on tbn shares thev possess. On October meeting will be the best yet one
because of the delay. The
engagement
the other hand It may be called a held,
bulk of his property, as you have
mema
bas
federation
state
The
people's bank insofar as the object
has been willed to me on the
some 40 or more clubs heard,
kept In mind by the directors Is not bership of
specified condition of our marriage.
In- throughout
the state, and with the He paused and drew from his pocket
primarily to make profits, but to
a large attendance the the small, unmistakable yellow en
of
circumprospect
the
of
sure the betterment
stances of the local population, who women will arrange to secure special elope. "And now, the worst of it is,
he pursued anxiously, "he has but a
are themselves the shareholders. It railroad rates for the meeting.
hours to live, and sends this telefew
may be called1 a rural bank for the
at the eleventh hour:- 'If you
gram
Is
the
dou
When
the
baby
suffering
reason, tbat it will lend money by
not
married before the breath
are
bow.
weather
and
of
ble
affliction
hot
preference, and at a favorable rate, el disorders, the remedy needed is leaves my body at my very bedside
to those engaged in agricultural pur- McGEE'S BABY ELIXIR. It reduces
will shall be changed
suits. The director explained that the feverish condition, corrects .the
Etheredge pondered a second and
the bank acted In tbls way because stomach and checks looseness of the looked up with a daring inspiration in
and 50c per bottle his eyes. "I have it," he cried. "Supagriculture was considered the main bowels. Price 25cDrus
Co.
wel- Sold by Central
pose I what If I might rig out in
the
on
which
depended
industry
some of my sisters toggery and go on
fare not only of the neighborhood,
with you?"
SUMMER SCHOOL
CATHOLIC
but of the whole nation.
exclaimed Stamford,
30. Repre"Capital!"
N.
June
Y.,
Plattsburg,
on
The bank was killing to lend
as soon as you can; weve
"Get
ready
sentative Catholic prelates,
clergy,
little time to squander."
any reasonable security, collateral,
from many parts of the precious 15
minutes Etheredge was
Inside
land or endorsement, the 'latter prac and laymen
have gathered' here for the "rigged out" in one of his sister'
tically amounting to lending on char- country
acter. The rate of interest remains annual session of the Catholic Sum smartest gowns, with a great loose
daintiest
almost always below 5 per cent, and mer School of America, which opened coat to hide his figure. The
of French togues surmounted his curl
the director scouted e'le idea of any today and will continue for several
a wide ing, blonde hair.
fpHous trouble arising between the weeks. Lectures covering
Together they entered a coupe and
bank and its clients or shareholders. range of subjects will be delivered by drove rapidly away.
The working of the Cremona bank Thomas H. Dowd of Boston, ProfesFive minutes brought them to the
seems to be guaranteed to some ex- sor Charles F. Aiken, of the Catholic Grand Central depot, and just in time
tent by the flourishing Central Banca university, Washington, and a num to purchase tickets and board the east- li Roma, and ultimately by the ap- ber of other clergymen and educators bound train
A drizzling rain had set in by the
eye of the of note.
proval of the watchful
time
they reached Springfield, and the
said
cannot
be
frovernment, but it
was pitchy. They were met and
night
to be subsidized or aided by the state.
GIB30NS 52 YEARS A PRIEST
ushered immediately into the sick
down
The expenses are largely kept
Maltimore, Md., June 30. Today mans' chamber, where a strange
bv the aWuisni of the officials, most marked Cftrdiual
Gibbons' twenty priest,' lawyer, and one or two serv
of whom give their serv'ces either seventh anniversary
a cardinal and ants as witnesses were already as
sembled.
gratuitously or at an almost nominal the
of his
anniversary
and the dark
Half an hour
wage a principle regarded with sus- ordination as a priest. There was no ened sick room passed,
became the chamber
Amerthe
of
members
picion by many
celebration of the double anniversary of death. The newly wedded couple
ican commission, and stigmatized by but many letters and telegrams of lingered for a solemn moment, then
some as a suicidal policy.
congratulation were received from silently left the room to prepare for
One of the chief functions of this all parts of the country. The cardi the return journey.
bank is to make advances to facili nal will enter upon his eightieth year
SoKatherine Stamford entered the
tate the work of the
next month.
for
having
of
Local
Farmers,
parlor with some trepidation. Etherciety
edge was standing before an open
Its object the Improvement of agriTO STUDY STATE SOCIALISM ' window looking out into the street,
culture and the encouragement of
San Francisco, June 30. To ascer- but at the sound of her step he
modern methods on the part of its
forward with out
tain
had
the effects of modified state so- turned and came
be
may
Membership
members.
stretched hand.- a
on
It
cialism
industrial
with
conditions,
on easy terms and carries
"So good of you to come," she said.
the right to buy from the society, committee representing the National placing her fingers in his; "we have
of
will
Asscciation
Manufacturers
been waiting and wishing for an opfertilizer, machinery, etc., at practicsail from this city tomorrow for an portunity to thank you for the royal
ally coHt price. For this purpose the
credit of the bank is called into play. extensive tour of Australia and New way in which you came to Dick's
Another institution visited by tne Zealand, he members of the commit- assistance."
Etheredge smiled and caught her
tee are John Klrby, Jr.,' of Dayton,
commissioners was the Cremona
hand in his, crushing them toother
M.
of
David
O.,
and
and
IndianapPerry
factory, also
in both his own. "And how
gether,
both of whom are former presi- about
apparently very flourishing. The phos- olis,
you, Kate?" he asked, laughthe
dents
Association
sold
of
National
qt ing suddenly into the tell-tal-e
eyes
phates manufactured nere are
coManufacturers, and Dr. Albert A. raised to his.
exclusively to the members of the
an experienced investigator
Katherine turned away swiftly to
operative society at a price allow- Snowden,
American indiu- - hide the burning flood of crlmBon on
ing for a reasonable profit on the of European and
cheek, neck and brow.
shares held by the members them-- ! trial conditions.
"No need to deny It, dearest. Thank
selves.
heaven luck was the means of bringSANDERSON
ISMAY
SUCCEEDS
the
These three organizations.
ing to me what no amount of pleadsoIxmdon, June 30. The resignation
bank, the Farmers'
ing could!"
as president of the
"How did you guesis? I thought
ciety and the fertilizer factory are of J. Bruce Ismay
in theory independent though it was Internation Mercantile Marine com- I was sure "
"That that flimsy disguise of yours
made plain that in practice their pany sometimes known as the "Amerwas perfect? Never, with me. Bed
became
ican
effective
trust,"
directorate
shipping
and
thir
membership
Mr. Ismay is succeeded by cause I love you, neither wig, nor
largely, and that they worked today.
who has been as- clothes, nor the startling resemblance
iarold
Sanderson,
mutual
for
advantage.
together
you bear to your twin brother could
in
the
sociated
with
company since its avail one iota to deceive me.
About ten miles from Cremona,
Becontrols sides," he went on, "I
the village of Sorestina, is situated formation. The company
happened to
what is presumed to be the largest the White Star, Red Star, Atlantic know that old Dick was hundreds of
and miles away when that telegram
dairy in the world, ban-- ; ' Transport, and the Dominion
cows.
came."
American
lines
4,000
of
the
products
dling
"But Charley, that marriage was all
of the,
:i!?re every single
a sham; the proper parties are to be
utilized.
The
United
States
7,500,000;
employs
was
The;
fully
being
factory
married in two weeks. It our can-cmain product of the factory was soft persons In its 275,000 mills and f ac- really count, you know."
cheese, but this was supplemented by torles.
It did, however, for a fortnight
and
butter
milk
the making of skim
later there was a double wedding at
The salary of Joseph Weber, presi- St. Paul's.
milk sugar. Finally the rinsings were
dent of the American Federation of (Copyright, by Daily Story Pub. Co.)
fed to hogs.
As to the financial results, there Musicians, has been raised to $5,000 a
Dcg's Elaborate Funeral.
Is a general law in Italy which lays year.
One of the most elaborate funerals
of
case
in
tne
iown that
iver held at the celebrated dogs'
no shareholder shall receive
W. D. Huber, for many years a
at Molesworth Hunts, Engjemetery
5
cent,
than
per
a dividend greater
vice president of the American
has
taken place. The body
land,
just
hut, the members of this dairy were
of Labor, celebrated his six- was inclosed in a coffin of regulation
o0 i'sr cent. The explana- - tieth
fwivirg
birthday recently at his home in type, with handles attached, and was
conveyed from London in a motor
Indianapolis.
--5
:ar. The "deceased" was a fox ter1
rier, and the interment was witnessed
t
i'
i
by four persons, Including the lady
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine wner of the dog. A wreath placed
Tablets. Druggists refund money If it on the grave bore the inscription:
r
f I
i
fails to cure. E, W. GROVE'S is. To my darling little Punch; from his
ovipg mistress. Reouleseat in pace.''
catura 1b on each box, 2&c,
Vienna.
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remedies. Deafness is caused by an
Inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is Inflamed you have a running sound or imperfect hearing, and
when it Is entirely closed, deafness is
the result, and unless the inflamma
tion can be taken out and thi3 tube
restored to its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by Ca-tarrn, which Is nothing but an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circu
lars, free.
F. j. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
pation.

fifty-secon- d
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CLASSIFIED

FOR

and after July 1, 1913 will be subject
to a penalty of five per centum.
Further notice is hereby given, that
after July 1, 1913, notice will be duly
published of the public sale of all
property upon which taxe3 of A. D.
1912 remain unpaid at the date set
for such sale, and such property up
on which taxes of 1912 are then delin.
quent, will be sold as required by the
session Laws of 1913.
Dated at Las, Vegas, N. M., May 14
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ADVfcu.

cent
per line acn Insertion.
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a Una.
No so to occupy lenn "pace than (wo

ROMERO,
Collector, San

treasurer and

N. M.

Miguel County,

MAIN

I

Want eta
WANTED Lawn mowing,
cutting
weeds or other work around premises.
R. G. McAllister.
Call E.
G Murphey's.

TIME

No.
No

(t.

I"

epen
10

p

m..

:0B

p.

m

.

.

11:06 p.
2:10 a.
2:16

m

45 p.

:15 p.

.

1:05 a. m
i

WEST BOUND

m....;

No.

i

1:20

p.

No

3

ri; 10

a. m

1:46 o.
. 6:16 a.

No.

7

4:20 p. m
6:35 p. m

4:30 p.
7:00 p.

No.

room he'ip and
Dining
pantry woman at Plaza Hotel. Apply at once.

WANTED

Reliable girl of good morals for housework. No other need
1054 Seventh street.
apply.

WANTED

WANTED Competent
stenographer
and office' clerk Answer in own
handwriting. J. B. Optic office.

CHAPTER

MO. 3,

ROY--

(

MASONS Regular con
vocation first Monday in
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
Blood, Secretary.

1.

Secretary;

Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
cemetery tmst

C. V. Hedsrcock,

H Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle,
Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Local Ds
uty.
Visiting members are especially welcome and cordially
C.

NO.
BROTHERHOOD
FRATERNAL
102 Me?8 every Monday night at

Hall, on Dougla avenue.at
Vlsiiing members are
cordially welooma J. C. Wertx,
president; J. T. Buhlor' secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer.

O. R. O.

ATTOIiNEYH
& HUNKER
A. H

HUNKER

and George H. Hunker Chester

p. O. ELKS Meeta second
Attorneys-t-Lafourth Tueeday evening of eacb
New Men
Las
Vegas.
month Elkt home on Ninth stre?:
broth-ersarand Douglas avenue. Visiting
cordially invited. Got. Wm.
UENTlsTh
J. Mills, Jtxalted Ruler; D. W. Condon. Secrets-- ?
DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTH
Crockett Building.
COUN-CIKNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
Mala la
Office Telephone
NO. 804. Meets second and House
MaU x
Telephone
fourth Thursday tn O R. C. Hall,
Pioneer building.
Visiting memDR. F. B. HUXMANN
ber are cordially Innted1. Richard
Dentist
S.
Devine, O. K.; Prank Angel,
Deutal work of any
moderate prices.
NO.
LODGE
DORADO
EL
Room
Center Block. Tel. '.Mam
KNIGHTS OF PV
East Las Vegas, N M.

B

des-ript)-

i

;

tt

FOR RENT
511

.Silver Spoon
-- if you use
EMPRESS

Modern

health
White

furnished flat.

Ninth street.

FOR RENT Five room cottage on
hM. Phone Purple 5301.
PUBLIC NOTICE
Call of Bids for Survey
Notice Is hereby given, that

QE

From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure Ice.
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
20c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lb",, each dejivery
25c per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
40c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery
50c per 100 lbs

For Rent

1

This elegant Rogers'

J 'i.!

in Castle Hal1
Visitine
Knient
..re cordially Invit
!ni?

CRYSTAL

FOR
RENT No
seekers need apply. Call
Kitchen.

tuu

TH I AS Meets
ery Monday even

Professional Health Culture for Ladle
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
f
'
General Massage, Hair and Scan
Treatment, Facial Massag6, Manicure
Plaza Hotel.
FOR SALE Range, dining table and
aer,
Chancelloj Office hours 1:30 p m. to 3:30 p. a
1113 Eleventh
other furniture.
Commander. Harrj
street.
ry Martin, Keeper of Records ane
Subscribe for The Optic.
Seal.
PIANO FOR SALE On account of
traveling will sell beautiful $400
t iTiTI'liaii'Ml'1?'
f pR.ie
wV!
'i'
piano cheap for cash; used three
months. Call and see it. 508 Main.

ROOMS

or

F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
Meets every Monday evening at
their ball on Sixth street. All vtol
ing brethren cordially invited to a
tend. F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gu
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. Elwood

I. O. O.

LAS VEGAS
Al ARCH

Eighth street.

For Sate

CAKO

EAST BOUND

11

Charlet Oreenclav. 8e

1

HERMAN

Arrive
.

C;

career.

WANTED Experienced cook,
good
wages. Mrs. Arthur C. Ilfeld, 1053 '

WANTED Two or three furnished
rooms with privilege of bath. Address Mgr. Castena&a.

429 GRAND AVE.

i.

President:
retary

Telephone Halm S29.

At this office, nice
large cotton rags. Must be clean
5 cents per pound.

SIGN PAINTING

No
No.

o'clock p m
Visiting brothers art
Invited
Isaac
Appel
cordially

HANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
8. Meeta tint and third Fridays
Meet i" the Forest of Brotherly
Love at Woodmen of the World
at 7:30 p. m. In Maaonlo Temple,
Mrs. J. O. Rutledx, Wortiy Mahail, on the second and fourth
Acnes
Secretary.
Mondays of each month at 8 p. at.
Tripp,
tron; Mn,

WANTED

CARRIAGE

AMD

LOCAL

J

o'clock.

The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
club has leased the La Jara and Tip
lakes, which are the two northernmost of th group of Kroenlg'8 lakes
of the Ten Lakes Land company. No
person will be allowed yO hunt or
fish upon this property except members of tho club, and all persons going there must be prepared to show
a membership card in this organization. Otherwise they will be arrested for trespassing.
THE LA JARA HUNTING
AND FISHING CLUB.

N. O.

Petten, Secretary.

y

NOTICE.

AUTOMOBILE,

Secretary

co.'iuluve nr. d Tue-aain each month at M- onlc Temple at 7:30 p. m. G. H.
Chas. Tamme. k
Klnkel, ffi.

i

NUMBER,

.an

In-

Wm. P. Mills,

E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. Ml
O. of B. B, MAeta
every first
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO 2, Tuesday of the month In the vestrj
rooms of Temple Montefiore at I
ANIGHTS TEMP LAlt Reg--la- r
W. M., H. S

30

OPTIC'S

brothers cordially

vited.

I.

Five

1913.

EUGENIO

v

j

TISEMENTS

n'A''-rJ'l..A-

CAFt

AND

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second a
A. M.
fourth
Regular com
evening aaal
Thursday
munication first and
O W Hall
VtiiHt:
.not.tn mi
third Thursday in
brothers cordially invited. Howard
each month. Visiting
J. ThornhilL
T. Davis, Dictator;

CHAPMAN

COLUMNJ

RATES

RESTAURANT

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

ffljT'
1

LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDUfii-

line. A: artvertle ir.mtt charged
will he booked at space actua'ly
that aay without regard to number of word
axes yet unpaid for A. D. 1912, will Cash In advance preferred.
become delinquent on June 1, 1913,

a

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.

Phone Main 227

1200

Lincoln Ave

RETAIL PRICES
the

Honorable Board of County Commissioners of Mora county, will accept
FLOUR
bids for the survey of all lands situated on the Mora Grant, within the
It s giving you
County of Mora and State of New
Mexico, according to the United States
a present for do
survey, in sections, townships and
ing something
ranges, the same to be marked with
monuments or stones to be numbered
you 'd do any
with their respective numbers of said
way when you
sections, townships and ranges, and
learn how Much
also showing the tracts of land as
owned and claimed by individuals, and
EMPRESS
b'iue prints made thereof.
FLOUR really is. g plats and or
bidders to aeposit with
Bidder
Made by GERclerk of this board, 10 per cent of
the- - amount of his or their bid, on or
MAN PROCESS
before the first day of July, K, D.
ONE COUPON FROM
1913, with a good and sufficient bond
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
in double the amount of his or their

over-Sappe-

lbs., or More,

2,000

Each Del very

20c
25c
30c
40c
50c

1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery

Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

AGUA PUR

A

. .

.'

per
per
per
per
per

100
100
100

lb.
lb.
lb.

100 lbs.
lbs.

100

COMPANY

Harvesters, Storera, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
lasting Qualities ol Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE

701

DOUGLAS AVENUE

eer

ot

STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT S
GENUINE WM.

FIVE

v

N.

SONS' A A
STANDARD

SILVER
P L

s

AT

E

BEAUTIFUL

Fed-eraiio- n

I

c'm i n
t

o?e

TAX PAYMENTS
Notice is hereby given

n

I

h

by local applications, as

WEAK STOMACH
Take Chamberlain's TabletB. They
its
FINDS enable the stomach to 'perform
COMMISSION
AMERICAN
functions naturally. For Bale by all
IT SUCCEEDS IN RURAL
dealers. Adv.
EUROPE
FOR

DAILY OPTIC, MONDAY, JUNE 30, 1913.

A

gj

tained in this city

(STERLING) FINISH

EMPRESS
can be ob-9
from

ALL GROCERY

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Binders

said bid.

The Board of County Commissioners reserves the right to reject any
or all bids. AH lids to be filed with
the clerk of this board, on or before
the above said' date of July 1, A. I).
1913. "

In witness whereof, the Board of
County Commissioners of Mora county, State of New Mexico, has caused
its Seal to be hereunto affixed, signed
by its chairman, and attested by Its
clerk, at Mora, New Mexico, this nth
day of April, 1913.
JOHN GANDERT,
(Seal)
Chairman.
Attest:
TITO MELENPEZ, Clerk.
Subscribe for The Optic.

i'

Classified add. search out the people to wnom among au
who MIGHT BWY tho particular thing
worth mot.

(bone

1

That, property you want to sell is WORTH MOST iO eomeose
end would merer hear ?
who real3 the ada. in this nevspaper
your property unless it were advertised

her.

Others, who read and answer ads. In this newspaper want
are anxious to pay ca.a tor) books, automobiles, usad machlawry
and furniture, articled of usefulness of any sort, and raunleal
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of ail
Bible ssrta of thlxgs, they nave come to be find ere of the

btt r

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
ed on our journey. We feel that in
a year from now we may return to

INDIANS SLOW I

Isleta and visit the other pueblos and
that the Indians will welcome us and
say they have never regretted the
and
day they signed the declaration
raising"
the
Hag
participated in

lLLEGIANCE

10

Fins Remedy that Clears
Skin cf Pimples on Cheeks,
Temples, Sides of Nose
and Chin.
SANTA FE PREPARES

FLAG

FOR S. S. MEETING

MISTREATCLAIMING
REDMEN,
MENT BY UNCLE SAM, DELAY SIGNING TREATY
30. With
Albuquerque, N. M.,
Pablo Abeita, the most influential
Pueb'io Indian in New Mexico as their
spokesman, four governors of as
many Indian Pueblos refused point
blank Saturday to sign the declaration o allegiance to the United States
of America, offered on behalf of tne
"
Expedition of
Citizenship to the North American
Indian, by Dr. Joseph Kossutn Dixon.
The refusal to sign the declaration
of allegiance cauie after the governors of Isleta, Sandia, Laguna and
Acoma Pueblos had listened to Dr.
Dixon speak on the mission of the
Wanamaker expedition, telling of the
monument to the North American Indian to be erected at Fort Wads-wortin New York narbor. The Indians participated without dissent in
hoisting in Is'ieta the stars and stripes
that had been hoisted by the ;!2
chiefs, representing 11 tribes, at Fort
Wadsworth, on February 22, last.
The declaration of allegiance was
made ready to bo signed, but Pablo
Abeita interfered, saying in as many
words that the PueMo Indians pre- ferred the Mexican flag, under which
banner they had prosperity and protection and happiness, to the American flag,1 which had brought them
only hardship and unhappiness and
cruel treatment.
Pablo Abeita, objecting to the signing the declaration of allegiance, sa'd:
"Gentlemen of the expedition: The
Indians of the pueb'io of Isleta are
very glad to see you and shake hands
with you, and talk to you. We sincerely appreciate the good will of the
Indian office and the good will of the
great' government of the United
States towards the Indian.
"We are glad to hear and to know
that this much has been done toward
forming a stronger unity of friendship
between the United States government and the Indian, through the
kindness and generosity of Mr. Wanamaker. I trust the memorial will be
more of a memorial to Mr. Wanamaker than to the Indian.
"I am glad so many tribes of Indians have signed the allegiance; it
eimp'iy shows the effect it will have
among the Indians when treated right
by those above them or by those under whose control they are.
that I cannot
"I feel personally
sign this allegiance, because I feel
that my people have not been treated
right by the United States government's people, l do not mean to say
that the United States government or
its different departments have done
wrong to the Pueblo Indians; it Is
true the department of the interior,
the Indian office, and its officers have
tried and have done a whole lot of
good among us Pueblo Indians. But
the United States government's people have tried in every way to wrong
us, and have wronged us. We feel
that way, and until it is proven the
reverse we stand as we stood ages

OF
WORKER FROM ALL PARTS
NEW MEXICO WILL ATTEND
THE CONVENTION

Let S. S. S.
Purify Your
Blood.
Insect can't
Harm

30.

The

30, 1913.

TV1TC1IELL ASKED

10

MAKE

AN

ADOK
LAS VEGAS MAN WILL ATTEND
ROAD MEETING AT SPRINGER ON JULY 4
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Drivinp; suitable devices it will sharpen knives, polish silverware, grind coffee and
freeze ice cream. Driving a washing machine it will ro a family wash in ten or
fifteen minutes, while you sit down and
it easy " It can be made to knead

"tae

the bread, pump the water and sift the ashes. It is the most willing servant in
the world always ready to work at any time day or night, never complaining of
its surroundings, and never demanding half holidays and "evenings out." Our power
is "on" every mmute of the year the Electric Servant is ready for work at
any time.

The Las Vegas Light & Power Co.

San-you-

'

DOGS

t

The Northern New Mexico Good
Roads association will hold a meeting at Springer, N. M., on July 4. The
object of the association is to do
what it can to perfect the roads between Raton and Las Vegas, as a
link in the great ocean to ocean high- way. A meeting will also be held in
Las Vegas during the fair next fall
and also at Raton at the close of the
Raton fair.
Colonel R. E. Twitchell of this city,
president of the Good Roads association of the state, has been invited to
be present at the meeting at Springer July 4 ana address the meeting.
He has notified L S. Wilson, president of the Northern New Mexico
Good Roads association, that he would
be present and address the meeting
upon the subject "Good Roads as An
Asset."

Santa Fe, N. M., June
committees in charge of the reAcne attacks the glandular structure ccption entertainment and program
of the twelfth annual convention of
fat.
tiny glands that secrete
asAnd it Is here that S. S. S., the famous the New Mexico Sunday School
blood purifier la moat active in its
the
on
are
putting
today
sociation,
influence.
There is one Ingredient In S. 8. S., the finishing touches in preparation for
purpose of which it is to stimulate the one of the best conventions ever held
cells in the tissues that they select
from the blood the nutriment that by the association. The meeting will
makes new skin and thus eliminates
afternoon at 2 o'clock
all irritants, acids and parasites that start Tuesday room of the Palace of
inuame me gianas. .mere is a natural in the assembly
and will last through
tendency of the fine network of blood
vessels in the skin to throw oft impurl-- ! the Governors
in the hall of
ties, but where a persistent infiamma-- i and including exercises
tion process has Invaded the skin, the representatives, Thursday evening.
natural repair worn oi ine oiooa is
a
terfered with. It requires the stimu- - j Tuesday evening there will be
B.
S.
S.
S.
A
to
overcome
8:15
of
ortrtrosa
at
by
mi,,
lating activity
..
,
v
sutn mornm conditions, ir you nave
been troubled with acne, do not despair Renehan on behalf Of tne city, ou ur
Justice
of a cure.
h f of the Btate, by Chief
You can get S. 3. S. in any drug
on
store, but insist upon having it. Take Roberts of the sunpreme court,
r
BOTH GAINED
no chance with a substitute. And if behalf of the Sunday schools of
blood condition is such that you
Fatten on Grape-Nuts- .
Wife
Man
and
presl-freelwould like to consult a specialist ta Fe, by M. T. Dunlavy, county
The notion that meat is necessary
address the Medical Pupt., The , t an(j a response by D. A. Porter-Swif- t
Specific Company, 181 Swift Bldg., uel11.
real strength and the foundation
for
of
field, of Albuquerque, a member
Atlanta, Ga.
.
solid
flesh is now no longer as preof
state
the
of
executive committee
valent as formerly.
that had it not been for the Pueblo association.
Excessive meat eaters are usually
will be
Indians a "rood many- of theirtn,t!ol uiiuniiig theso talks there
ers' pioneers' graves would
have a imi)iic reception in the rooms of the sluggish a part of the time because
they are not able to fully digest their
ugi.
uyjua qm palace, ana me uiu.t:iin vl
mil,,,,, ut
welwould have fed the coyotes. The
food, and the undigested portion is
city are urged to turn out and
United States government did not come the visiting delegates. This re- changed into what is practically a
kind of poison that acts upon the
know this, it only knew the rascality
ception will be under the auspices
blood and nerves, thus getting all
of the Indians; the rascality of the
Fe
of the Sunday schools of Santa
- through the system.
white man was never Known and, is
servbe
will
county and refreshments
not known now.
"I was a heavy meat eater," writes
ed by the young ladies of the various
an
"vvnen sucn men as you
Ills, man, "and up to two years
scnoolg in Sata Fe.
men come anaiam rnenusmu to us, Sunday
was in very poor health. I sufago,
the
received
by
fieD0Ildence
it leiumua oi me uicks mai were committees in charge leads to the he fered with indigestion so that I only
played upon us.
weighed 95 pounds.
i&
mat. inert) win uo
"I do not mean to say that this is, nei
Then I heard about Grape-Nut- s
nnnnHnn
""
"
But until our
another of the tricks.
food
and decided to try it. My wife
will he present
, .
oliD,Hn las large delegations Las
are semeu iu 4U
iuo Douo.ai.uuu
at me at first, but when I
rigius
laughed
DemVegas,
.. .w.
bo in. from Albuquerque,
125 pounds and felt so fine,
to
s
gained
num-iRoswell
and
Mesilla Park,
dian office, I dare not sign. When all tag.
she thought she would eat Grape-Nut- s
while
in
the
state,
erous
other
places
settled as above said, you can get
too. "Now she is fat and well
m wslk ,lear tn New York to sign at least one delegate will be present
and
has
500
gined 40 pounds, We never
of
the
from a large percentage
the name of Pablo Abeita.''
have
indigestion any more and selschools of the state. Each
Wrapping the stars and stripes Sunday
dom
feel
dele-ttwo
trje desire for meat.
about him Dr. Dixon replied feelingly Sunday school is allowed
A neighbor of ours, 68 years old,
distance
the
of
account
on
the speech of Pablo Abeita. He gates, but
was troubled with indigestion for
told of the desire of the government to be traveled, this representation
years, and was a heavy meat eater.
number
a
in
to right any wrongs that had been will be cut down to one
Now since he has been eating Grape-Nut- s
!
w.ill
send
o
thers
while
many
done, making such a splendid impres-- Cf cases,
regularly, he says he is well and
sion that the heart of Pablo Abeita more than the specified number,
never
has indigestion.
are
arranging
The local committees
was softened and he finally consented
I could name a lot of persons who
to sign the declaration of allegiance ingofar as possible to provide enter-thave rid themselves of indigestion by
the United States and did so, the tainment for all who come in the
changing from a heavy meat diet to
and
rpRprvationS
ffftvaninra nddinsa their Signa- - vIJUJUCB p ennta
nihav (jo.v.uv."
kiun , v
Grape-Nuts.- "
"There's a Reason."
American
the
made
which
are
after
bein?
just
tures,
flagjand assignments
Name
Postum Co., Battle
given
by
was, noisieu io iu uhjc.o aw
ag rapidly as word is receivea oi me
Mich. Read the little book,
Creek,
or
were aisirmuitsu mi
tne aeiegates.
intended arrival
"The Road to Wellville," i pkgs.
dia, Laguna and Acomn.
gpecjai rates good until July 8th
Ever read the above letter? A new
sup-T.
P.
of
advice
Lonergan,
The
hAy& hppn made Qn al, roads in the
erintendent of Indian schools in New gtate thg nenyer an(, Rio Grande one appears from time to time. They
Mexico, proved the turning point with makjn
the are genuine, true, and full of human
& rate Qf m(j fare for
Interest.
Paolo Abeita in connection witn nwround
otherg R rate Qf
and
refusal to sign tne aeciaiauuu w
round
for
the
fare
o'ne and
GETTSYSBURG PROGRAM OPENED
legiance. While negotiations were trip.
went
Gettysburg. Pa., June 3D. This was
being conducted Mr. Lonergan
The officers of the State Sunday
to the council room by special per- school convention are Judge W. H. the opening day of the great GettysAt the same
burg peace jubilee.
mission of the tribal chiefs and urged
Pope, Santa Fe, president; W. F. time it was largely a
of preparathem to sign the declaration.
day
Pab'io Schwartz, of Artesia, secretary, and tion for the more impor'ant events
between
the
colloquy
During
H. S. Lithgow, of Albuquerque,
to come later in the
week.
The
Abeita and Mr. Dixon, Abeita turned
asked:
forimil
and
Mr.
to
program of the day was conLonergan
perplexed
ago.
fined to the, welcome of the veterans
"What do you advise, Mr. Loner"Protect, us as did the Spanish
A' Worker Appreciates This
and the exchange of greetings beas
Mexican
govdid the
gan?"
government,
a
of
resident
Wm. Morris,
Florence, tween
the noith and south. The
"Sign," said Mr. 'Lonergan.
ernment, and we will sign with our
Orcron sevs: "For thp laet fourteen
And Abeita signed, and after liim years mv kidneys and bladder Incapa- chief participants in the exercises
hearts.
Tener of Pennsylcitated nip for all work. About eight were Governor
"To tell some facts which I am the other three chiefs.
Kid"The signing of the Declaration of movhw ;mc ' bean using Foley
vania, General Alfred B. lieers of
sure the United States government
O'lr'i 'hev have done what
nev
Connecticut, commander in chief of
does not know; I would say: protect allegiance at isleta was a notable
medicines fa!"?d to do, and now
ether
Dixon
the
Grand Army of the Republic, and
us as we protected your people whsn victory for the flag," said Mr.
1
FoI
fcelins?
recommend
fine.
hi"
they were few in this country. I pre- today, "and is one of the most im- ley Kidney Pills." O. G. Schaefer and General Bennett H. Young of Ken''""1,1 Onisr Store.
tucky, commander in chief of the
sume the government does not know portant missions thus far accomplish- United Confederate Veterans.
The great army of peace is now
AND MONKEYS
in full possession .or Gettysburg and
country. The
DUNCAN all the ofsurrounding
ENTERTAINMENT AT
war is to be seen on the
panopy
battlefield, but the implements of
death and destruction are not there
for the ptfrpose that brought them
here 50 years ago. Nevertheless,
they are reminders of those hitter
days when thousands of the youth
of the. north and the south gave up
V
their lives for what they thought
right.
Special trains arrived at intervals
of every half hour or so today and
added thousands of visitors to the
thousands aleready here. The old
soldiers who had arrived Saturday
and Sunday were r;p bright and early
At daybreak almost
this morning.
the crowd began to move toward the
battlefield. All sorts of vehicles were
pressed into service to carry the
The day's program included
numerous events of interest, but for
the most part the e'id soldiers pre!
ferred to wander about 1so battlefield, inspecting the memorials and
seeking out the locations of stirring
incidents in which they participated
half a century ago.
Rodman-Wanamakei-

.

JUNE

MONDAY,

When you feel lazy, out of sorts and
yawn a good deal of the daytime, you
can charge it to a torpid liver which
has allowed the system to get full of
impurities. HERBINE cures all disorders produced by an inactive liver.

resentative of its kind ever held.
Nearly all of the prominent nations
have manifested their interest in the
movement by sending delegates to the
congress. The United States has sent
a score of delegates and Canada is
represented by a delegation of a dozen
members. The sessions will continue
through the greater part of the week
and will be devoted to the consideration of plans to bring about uniform
and stringent laws in all countries
for the suppression of the traffic in
girls. Later in the week the delegates are to be received at Windsor
by their majesties, King George and
Queen Mary.

It strengthens that organ, cleanses
the bowels and puts the system in
Price 50c.
good healthy condition.
Sold by Central Drug Co.
MICHIGAN

HONORS

should be treated promptly, as thej
are poisonous. BALLARD'S
SNOW
LINIMENT counteracts the poiBon. It
Is both antiseptic and healing. Price
25c, 50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold
by Central Drug Co.
SOUTH ATLANTIC TENNIS
Augusta, Ga., June 30. Play In

CHANDLER

Washington, June 30. In commemoration of his great services to his
state and country, a statue of Zach-ariaChandler, twice senator from
Michigan and secretary of the interior under President Grant, was unveiled today in Statuary Hall, in the
capitol. Lewis Cass, general in the
war of 1812, governor of Michigan
territory, secretary of war under Van
Buren, and minister to France and
secretary of state under Buchanan,
Is the other citizen who has been
honored by the state of Michigan in
the same manner.
The unveiling was made the occasion of an imposing ceremony. Senator William Alden Smith presided,
the figure being Unveiled by Chandler Hale, a grandson of the former
statesman. The presentation addresses were made by Liutenant Gover
nor Ross of Michigan and A. H.
chairman of the statue commission. Justice Henry B. Brown, of
Detroit, retired, accepted the statue
in behalf of the United tates.
h

well-know- n

FULLY

51,050

EPPPFI)

OVERLAND
BEAUTIFUL

AT YOUR

:C3F.l

WOMEN

It has been observed that beautiful
women
always have good" digestion
If your digestion is faulty Chamber
Iain's Tablets will correct It. Thej
are easy to take and most agreeable
in effect. For sale by all dealers.

D00!?

WcU

537

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you
Las

Adv.

Veps Meieoie

Phone Main 344.

&

IMti

Wha!en,

&

Co

Fowler Props

VETERAN
SHOWMAN
RETIRES
Peru, Iud., June So. "Uncle Ben"
Wallace, reputed to be the wealthiest circus man in the world, forever
quit the show business today, when

nis controlling interest in the
shows was transferred to a newly formed corporation
known as the United States Amusement company. Wallace entered the
circus business more than a quarter
of a century ago and has been on the
road every season since without in- termission. His home and the winter
quarters of his circus are in Peru,
The veteran showman is said to be
the on'iy man who ever successfully
bucked the "circus, trust." The cor--,
poration which ti'kes over the Wal-lace show is composed of capitalists
in Chicago, Kansas City, Indianapo- olis and Davenport, la. At the head
of the corporation is John O. Talbott,
formerly a newsboy in Indianapolis
and now a millionaire.

1

lx"J

j

j j

New Bedford
"I had a terrible pain
across my hack, with a burning ami
ahiins feelincr. I took Foley Kidney
Pills as advised, with results certain
and sure. I.felt toned up and invigorFoley Kidney
ated. I recommend
For backache, rheumatism,
Pills."
lumbago, and all kidney and bladder
ailments, use Foley Kidney Pills. O.
Cross Drns
Red
(!. Schaefer and
Store.

Katheflne

CA

j

1

Mass.

the

sixteenth annual tournament for thai
lawn tennis championship of tha
South Altnatic states began today ori
the courts of the Country Club ot
Augusta. The titles will be decided
in men's singles and men's doubles,
ladies' singles and ladies.' doubles. The
program also provides a consolation
event in men's singles. Among the
entrants are some
experts
are
whose high standard of play gives
or
of
bites
that
Insects
Stings
followed by swellings, pain or itchln? promise of
good competition.

j

SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT

j
;

COMMENCING

JULY 3rd.

L. Norton,

ssavs:

-

TO DISCUSS WHITE SLAVERY
London, June 30. The annual congress conducted by the International
Bureau for the Suppression of tbei
White Slave Traffic assembled here

today and was formally opened with!
an address by the lord mayor of Lon-don. The gathering is the most rop- -
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The Friendship club will meet tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 with Mrs. 17
W. E. Crites,. 924 Columbia avenue.

i

U it

Light automobile
o'clock this evening.

Lllhl LLUUu

Try a dram ot

at

First Car Due Now
Get in Your Order Early
CANTALOUPES HERE

lis

(pre a

Scott
pointed

lamps at

OIQ

f.ie Opera Bar.

8:04

Taylor
Adv.

IS. Williams
has been
postmaster at Cloudcroft.

ap-

Why not use sanitary milk and
There is no food so safe for
the delicate, so conducive to the
growth of children. Adv.

a earn.

Pis

at Mtirphey's

or Plaza hotei.

students.

Recently we were Fortunate in securing
a large quantity of 4 in hand Ties of JoL
Silks.

For those Heavy 9x12
feet Axminster Seamless,

All

o'clock

$25.00

to

WAGON
!

(
"

4

A

1

f

ft

& Co.

Gross, Kelly
Sole Agents

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
roH ofmmln

JD

m
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MONEY TO" LOAN
We are prepared to make first mortgage loans on Las Vegas real
estate. No "Red Tape." Loans handled promptly and carefully.
Why not Invest your money In Las Vegas real estate at present
prices? We can show you some bargains that are bound to make
you good money if you will take advantage of them.
A

PEW GOOD HOUSES FOR RENT.

The Investment and Agency Corporation
GEO. A. FLEMING.
Mr.in 40.

Prest. and Mgr.
G03

Lincoln Avenue.

Gf

tbe Best of Everything 'Eatable
-

'
1

f

California Apricots, Ctyman Plums, Peaches, Table
Cherries, Pie Cherries, Strawberries, Dewberries,
Lemons, Oranpes and Bananas

(

;

'

at

-

We do
looking in to.
this to make room for

or 3 for

Heavy Fall purchases,

""

Postmaster F. O. Blood said this
Sanitary milk and cream have
morning that every box in the East
qualities which render
Las Vegas postoffice which is not
boiling, pasteurizing' or
Adv.
paid for by 6:30 o'clock this evening
will be declared available for the
Opposite the Y. M. C. A.
Word rec'eived. in Las Vegas today
first applicant.' The privileges of the
states that the roads from this city to
present holders will be cancelled.
Mora are in good condition and that
Although the water came down the Mora people expect a delegation rage on the militant sufragettes
Seventh street at a furious speed from Las Vegas to attend the big spread rapidly, but no evidence was
after the big rain Saturday night, the celebration that is to be held there found to connect them with it.
steel culverts that had been partly on Independence day. The citizens built by ' Sir Archibald Ernest Orr
installed on that thoroughfare were of Mora have planned a big holiday
The castle cost $500,000 and was
not washed away, much to the pleas- and It is expected that a number of Ewing. It contained 100 rooms. It
ure of the city authorities. The cul- automobiles will make the trip from had been unoccupied for some time.
verts remained in position and car- this city.
ried the water away as well as if
Science has devised chemical tests
they had been ready for the storm.
ADVERTISED
LETTERS
which prove, and rules, regulations
Letters remaining uncalled for, for
What about those weeds? That is and machinery which produce sanita- the week
ending June 28, 1911.
the question that will be put before ry mlk and cream. To see these in
John C. Baker; G. S. Cabbie; George
every property owner and resident of operaton at the Corbett Sanitary Dai- Davis; Miss Grace Eliol;
Samuel
Las Vegas for the coming few weeks. ry would convince you. Adv.
Eskate; Mrs. Juanita Gallegos; Cruz
Now is the time to get busy.
The
Gurule; Dona Carolina Hidalgo; ForThe Great
ground is in excellent condition for
Way Carnival rest Hughes; J. Lucero; Demetrio y
phlte
weeding as the rains have made the company arrived In Las Vegas last R. Martinez; John Olson; Herbert
eart hsoft and with, this the weeds night and thlsj morning started the
Peach; JoseffA. Ribera; Chas. Ryser;
can be removed with little work. Ev erection of its tents In the Pla;:a. Kicanor Sena ; Mrs. A. P. Weiler.
ery resident is urged to aot at once Judging from tthe stands that had
When calling for the above letters
and rid himself and the city of the been put up1 this morning it was eviask for "Advertised Letters."
please
'
dent that lis i Vegas citizens will
unlmproving growth.
F. O. BLOOD, Postmaster,
have sufficient chance to demonstrate
A marriage license was issued this their ability at hitting negro dolls
morning at the court house to David for the cigars and pushing a wheel
TO THE PUBLIC
Jaramillo, aged 9 and Pabla Ortiz, for various trinkets.
On and after July 1, ii3, we will
agea lo, both residents of Bernal.
discontinue the sale of 5c and 10c
Beginning tomorrow, any old kind
Saturday was a busy day for Cupid,
bottles of cream as the new state
will
use
be
available for
three licenses being issued at the court of postage
forbids the sale of cream or milk
law.
house.
The couples made happy on parcels post packages, according In other than quarter-pint- ,
half-pinwere: Francisco Vigil, aged IS, and to notice received" by Postmaster F. pint and quart bottles. The cream
Josefita Lobato, both of Las Vegas; O. Blood from the postmaster gen- we put out is all whipping or double
Ldhardt Knauer, aged 05, and Nellie eral's office. The parcels post stamps cream testing around 35 per cent and
will be retired as soon as the supply
the keeping qualities of it are such
McLoughlin, aged 28, both of La Cue- r
now on hand is exhausted. This
va; Francisco S. Crespin, aged 24,
that we believe the purchase of quarteris expected to be popular with -pint
and Maria Gutierrez, aged 18, both of
bottles at
and
the public, which has been wasting at 15c will not Inconvenience our
Las Vegas.
much time and saliva licking the large
patrons in the leaBt.
THE CORBETT SANITARY DAIRY,
A fire alarm was turned in Sun- parcel post stamps.
Adv.
Fred B. Corbett, Prop.
day morning about 2 o'clock from
The Optic has always advocated the
some resident living on Diamond avenue. The alarm proved to be raise. killing of the fly and the keeping of
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
The bell at the city hall awakened all all articles of food protected , from
these
insects.
With
great pleasure
the residents near by and with the
this ' paper will present to its sub- FOR SALE Perry Onion will Bed
blowing of he. fire whistle there
you 25 pounds of rhubard for $1.
was quite a commotion in the city. scribers fly swatters. They are to be
used
flies
no
for
matter
man
swatting
turned over in his bed
Many a
uttering the sweetest kind of oaths where they may be situated; even FOR SALE Pigs at. $2.50 and $3 deand wishing the bell a long 'life on if they light on father's head the
livered in Las Ve.T-isHarry Mauaccount of the racket made. The person with the swatter should swat,
rice, Sapeilo, N. M.
officers are trying to locate the per- and swat hard. These swatters are
son who turned in, the alarm and if to be given free to all subscribers under the condition that they everlastfound he will be prosecuted.
ingly swat the pesky insect.
While enroute to Santa Fe with Mr.
The Immaculate Conception school,
and 1Wrs. Stephen Powers and Major
Whitmore Friday afternoon, Mrs. A. corner of Sixth street and National
H. Whitmore, when the party stop- avenue, tomrrow will open for the
summer term, at which bookkeeping,
ped the auto and camped beside the
and typewriting will be
stenography
toad for lunch, stepped upon a small
These,
taught.
subjects are for chila
stone, and fell, breaking small bone
dren
in
the
seventh
grade and above.
in her ankle. It was thought the
school will be in session two
The
was a simple sprain, but a Santa
each week. All pupils who J
THAT
Fe physician, found a bone ha'd been mornings
attended last year or who will start
broken. The Injured ankle was placnext fall ar"e eligible? Rev. Father I
ed in a plaster cast and Mrs. WhitA.
of the parish,
more likely will be unable to walk is aRabeyrolle, pastor
firm believer in teaching prac.
for about six weeks. The party re- tical
subjects to the boys and girls.
turned from Santa Fe yesterday af He believes the course in bookkeep-in- I
ternoon "by rail.'
We tv re head-- 1
and
typewriting I
stengoraphy
will be appreciated1 and will fill a recfor
The following civil service exami- ognized need;
nations will be held in this city on
fl
the dates mentioned. July 16 FirePLAIN FACTS
man, bureau of standards, salary
That Potter's can serve that next J
in
$720; July 16-- 7 Architectural drafts- party of yours at less expense and d
man (male) salary 43.76 per diem; worry, with the best of service and ret
July 21 Tinner's helper (male) sal- freshments than you can. Let us
architectural designer quote you prices on any number oi
$720;
ary
STRAWBERRIES AND
:
(male) salary $1,800; July 22 Steno- people.
CO.
CANDY
Adv
THE POTTER
graphic clerk, departmental service,
CHERRIES EVERY DAY
salary $840 to $900; July 28; examinaccounts
er of
OLD CASTLE BURNED
(male) salary $1,860
r
to $2,100; August 6 General mechanGlascgow, Scotland, June 30. Bal- .J
.inr.i
ic (male) Balary $720; mounted in- llkinrain Castle at Balfron, Stirlin?
spector (male) immigration service, shire, one of the largest in Coilan-hare
Aid (male) was burned today, only the
salary $1,380; August
1
1
lighthouse service, salary $1,380; ar- walls remaining.
,
incenbeen
chitectural draftsman (male), salary
have
to
The fire seemed
For other informa- diary, as the private fire apparatus
$1,200 to $1,400.
PHONE MAIN 4 aod 21
tion Inquire of J. R. Lowe at the local had been rendered useless.. The usual
ft
outfor
tbe
blame
the
postoffice.
rumors laying
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Business Our Largest Car--load of Furniture Received

'

1v
--

Sr

7c

half-pint-

neaay

uispiay on uur

10

rioors.

t ;
;

Before You Buy Anything in
Furniture See Our Splendid
Stock, the Most Select in Las
Vegas
Our Store is the Place in Las Vegas

ja.

Where You Can Buy

UlN

s

SECTIONAL

J
1

oj ..

lTfl'

IIOOSIER KITCHEN CABINETS

ITj

rUvTCTfii

BOOKCASES

ROYAL REST CHAIRS
If
1

MONOBAT MATTRESSES

ill

-

-

.J'

7h fommn Hoomtmr

.

$mJtilm

f

Stops

Everything to Furnish the Home
For Cash and on Easy Payments

en
623-62-

DOUGLAS

5

SANITARY

I

A

Weeks Ago Is Only Now

new-orde-

0 Pnn""
&-d-

AVENUE

BAKERY GOODS

fresh
Vegetables and
Fruits Season

quarters

i

1

Arriving Daily Such as

'

Here is a snap worth

&

Tesh Fruit-

"

$29,50,

CAN BE MADE

Store

qualities in a variety oi Colors and Shapes.
Materials which we are offering for

r,.

THE BEST

tile

te

few days

t,

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

50-65-7-

Allnew

also Velvet and Wilton
Velve t Rugs, worth' from

THE ROSENTHAL!

THE OLD RELIABLE

at Greenbererg
j

few-day-

The Ladies' Relief society will hold the Boys class of
the Y. M. C. A.
its regular monthly meeting tomorrow will give an exhibition
ior the beneafternoon at 2:30, at the Las Vegas fit of the summer students of the
hospital.",
New Mexico Normal University. This
c'lass has given two exhibitions since
"HARVEY'S"
its organization and has pleased large
Famous mountain ranch; 31st
audiences. It is a well trained class
Old management; old rates. Car- and doubtless will prove to be excellent entertainers far the. summer
riage out every Saturday. Leave

and 2oc

SJe

$!9e85

Mr. and Mrs. J. Shaw have moved
into the Langston residence on Grand
Mrs. M. Williams, formerly a resiavenue.
dent of this city, is here, for a
visit, and is renewing old acFinch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged quaintances. She was a resident of
in wood. Direct from the distillery this
city for a number of years and
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
Is well known by all the old timers.
Adv.
5
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TUESDAY

AND WEDNESDAY

Word has geen received from Ted
Hayward, who recently left for England, that he arrived at his old home
without accident and that he was
thoroughly enjoying his trip.

Tomorrow afternoon at

FOR

;
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Santa Fe, N. M.
ana return.

j( 0

U

Christian Endeavor
Convention and Sunday
School Association
July 1st to 6th Inclusive
1

Tickets on sale June 29th to July
3rd inc.. final return limit July8, '13
.
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